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Student Fees To Jump 16-35 % Next Year
1991-92 Budget Forecasts Cuts in Student Services, Faculty Perks
By John Z. Holtrichter
STAFF WRITER

Dean Franlc T. Read admitted
that Hastings has some "really
senou problem" with it 199192 budget, which i uffering from
the effccts of California's faltering state economy.
Governor Pete Wilson's state
budgetca\l fora 16.25% increase
in student tuition and fees paid by
the Univer ilY of California's
ＱＶｾ＠
7 graduaac and undergraduate students, and the U.C, Board
of Regents has proposed an additional 16.25% fee hike. Thi
32.5% jump would represenl"the
lar I ingle fee increase in the
hi
of the University," said
Paul West, a spokesperson for the

Office of the President of the
University of California
For Hastings students the
trickle-down effects of Ihese
budget manipulations will be reflected next year in the amounts
of the checks they will have 10
write, in the amounl of debt each
will have 10 assume, and in the
cuts in services they will have 10
endure.

money-losing Wesl Block properties. And tax revenues in the
state are being seriously affected
by the downturn in the national
economy which has managed to
hil even "recession-proor' California
Although inflation has slowed
in recenl years, it inexorably eats
away al the purchasing power of
every dollar in Hastings' budget.

Due to the state's fiscal problems,
Governor Wilson not only failed
to adjust for inflation in nexlyear's
budgel, he cui 4% from the
college's current allocation. This
move prompted the U.C. RegenlS
10 enaci a 16.25% ｩｮ｣ｲ･｡ｾ＠
in
sludenl tuition and fees m order 10
covertheshOrLfall, which was later
amended 10 10tal 32.5%.
Al this point, the fate of the

U.C. fee increase i 10 the hands
of the state legi lalure. There has
been talk aboul pao;sing an emergency funding bill In order 10
eliminate the need for the U.C. 's
supplemental fee hike, but the
matler will nOI be sellled unullhe
final Slate budget is passed in
Sacramento this summer_
While the Hasting Board of
Co,.Jittwd Oil tMI' 16

Public education in California
relies primarily on the state government for its funding, and thai,
｡ｾ＠ Dean Read pUI ii, "all depends
on tax dollars." Hastings does
have an endowment thai theoreticallywouldhrlpfundthecollcge'
operalion ,bUI mosl of Haslings'
investments arc tied up in the
undeveloped and currenlly

Founders' Day
Brings the CIA
By Margo Buckles
STAFf' WRITER

ｈ｡ｾｮｧ＠
, cho' e of Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA) General Counsel Elizabeth Rindskopf
as Founder's Day speako' urred
cOnlroversy on campu and renewedsome tOOents'suspi IOfI
aboul Dean Read' October 1990
trip 10 CIA headquanus 10 Langley, Virginia. Rindskopf, who
appeared at Dean Read's invitation, spoke before tudents and
alumni on Man:h 1st.
Rindskopf, who has been
Gcneral Counsel for the CIA since
April 1990, was invited 10 speak
to the alumni on ''The Law Governing Intelligence Activities."
According to Read in an interview prior to her speech, he invited Rindsltopf because he was
irnp'CSSed with her speaking abillties when he visited CIA headquaners last fall, and he thoughl
alumni would fmel the topic ofher
speech inlr.rCSling.
''The topic of the law that
governs CIA activities is fascinating and not one about which
much is taught," according to
Read. ''We wanted aspeakel'lbat
would draw a crowd to the
Founder's Day lunc:beon, and we

were uccessful bccause90pooplc
have IgneduplObearherspcaX."
When asked aboul ludent
concerns aboul a CI A representative on campu , Read replied,
'"The students who complain are
the first to bring up First Amendment rights when they peak and
the first to violate them when

P1mo

By James T. Schmid
COPY E.orroR

Michael Sohigian

FII.E PHaro

COIIIiJa.H CHI ｐＮＬｾ＠
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Work Study Severely Rationed
Fun'ltE.S EorroR

CIA. ｇｾＬＮｲ｡ｬ＠
ｃｯｵＬＮｳｾｬ＠
Eli.zIIMtII RiNlskopf
someone like Rindskopf come to
Hastings to speak_" Alumni reaction, according to Read, was nothing but positive.
Formo' student Man Davis,
however, termed the visit "shocking" and said, "I don't wanl
Hastings used as a pulpit to pr0mote the CIA. and if Dean Read
thinks thai. the invitation didn'l
offend alumni, be is out of touch

IY

MiliuJry rtcruiJtrs showing up for Off-campus ilJltn'k!ws rtctilltd a chill, rtctptioff from somt
studt IllS, as tlltlllS in tht Ptrsion Gulf sparud prottstr at Hastiftgs. Stt stor, Off pagt 2.

Students who had applied for
woric study grants got some bad
news Iale Friday when the school
announced cuts in woric study
awards for 1991-92. Announcements placed in those studenlS'
SIC folder described the
College's effort to resolve the
dilemma of application far in
excess ofavailable funds. Awards
wil1 be made according to a priority sy tern which has already
provoked criticism from studenlS
adversely affected by the changes.
According 10 Joan Majerus,
the school' s ChiefFinanc ial OCficO', approximaaely S500,<XX> is
available for work study. While
that fIg\lle is nota reduction from
last year, increases in the number
of swdentseligIble for work swdy
necessiwed the changes.
The new system creates three

priorily calegones. "Priori Iy One
Awards" are S3,<XX> grants made
to eligible second year studenlS
foronoroffcampusjob . "Priority Two Awards" are avai1able
only to flTSl year studenlS working as facult y research as i tants.
Twenty of these S3,OOO granlS
will be made. "Prionty Three
Awards" arc available both to ftr.it
and second year l:xknts.butoniy
for on campu jOb and only for a
maximum of SI,500 per recipient These awards will be ava!lable on a fLrSl come, flI'Sl served
basis.
Majerus said that the amounl
awarded to each recipienl is
greater than in past years, so that
studenls will be able to \I, ark a full
swnmO'_ Between 120 and 130
second year students are eligible
for Priority One awards, and could
take up 10 5390,(XX) of the avadable funds. Anolhec S60,<XX> is
avaiIable for 20 research assistanl
positions, leaving about 550,000
to fund Priority Three awards.

The effect of these changes i
to limit work tudy- ehglble fi t
year ｾｴｵ､･ｮｳ＠
to on campu employment FtrSlyear tudentswho
have already secured 01 f campus
JObs In hopes of receiving work
study will be unable 10 take those
job unle their pro pcclive
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Women's Law Journal
Seeks Official Recognition
By John C. Andrews
EDITOR -IN-CHIEF

Betsy C. Johnsen
NEWS EDITOR

Members of the Hastings
Women's Law Journal (WLJ)
proposed a "concept paper" to the
Academic Standards Committee
two weeks ago, beginning a process that may eventually lead to the
journal's obtaining official status
as the fifth Hastings-endorsed
scholarly publication. WLJ's
quest for recognition as an officialjournal has raised fundamental questions about the status and
purpose of academic journals.
At the committee's request,
WU will present later in March a
detailed proposal for committee
review. This proposal eventually
will be presented to the entire faculty, whose approval is required
for official status. The presentation to the faculty will most likely
take place in late April, according
to Assistant Academic Dean
David Levine.
Official status will bring to
WLJ, which has already been in
existence for over two years,
needed support in the form of

financial assistance, academic
credit for participation, and greater
prestige in the legal community.
According to the initial concept paper, WLJ's goal is to
"promote scholarship in issues of
concern common to all women,
recognizing the unique concerns
of communities that traditionally
have been denied a voice; particularly women of color, poor
women, working women, single
parents, and lesbians."
Third year member Heidi
Salerno explained, "this journal
is devoted to feminist critical
perspecti ves on the law as well as
to addressing gender-based issues." As a result, continued
Salerno, WLJ "sheds the limitations typically imposed by the
'traditional' law journal." In its
first two issues, WLJ has published a wide range of literary
contributions, including essays,
commentaries, personal narratives, and poetry, in addition to
the traditional book reviews, research notes and articles.
The concept paper also offered
a unique organizational structure
designed to fulfill WLJ's stated
goals. First, membership would
be open to "any registered stu-

dent," whether or not he or she
has participated in the journal
writing competition. Further,
WLJ would accept first year students. To accommodate the diversity of materials represented
in the journal, WLJ adopted a
"substantial writing"requirement
that is similar to the standard used
for granting credit in Hastings'
seminar courses. In contrast, the
other journals require their second-year members to produce a
writing "of publishable quality,"
which amounts to the typical journal note, an in-depth research
paper covering a particular legal
issue and characterized by its footnote-laden text.
Unresolved Issues
This proposal1eft unresolved
several critical issues that, according to Levine, must be addressed
in order to obtain the needed faculty support. Primarily, it must be
determined whether WLJ "will fit
within the traditional journal structure, or does [the structure] need
to be changed." Other issues
include whether an interest and
demand exists for such a journal,
both on campus and nationwide,
and whether the college can fiContinued on Page 19

Mixed Reactions to Int'l Student Strike
By Caryn Gottlieb
STAFF WRITER

Hastings students opposed to
the war in the Persian Gulf joined
in the International Student
Mobilization Against War on
February 21, as the Hastings Peace
Coalition (HPC) organized a student strike, two forums and a rally
on the Beach in support of the
peace movement. Thirty-five
campuses in California sponsored
similar events, according to Michael Klug, one of the Hastings
organizers.
Joanne Spaulding, another
organizer, articulated three goals

of the day. First, to show support
and participate in the international
student peace movement. Second, to make the community
aware of the movement by interrupting their day -to-day life. "Our
visibility is enough to force them
to think about issues they might
not be inclined to," said Spaulding. Third, "people are getting
the 'government line' everyday
in the media," she said. "We
wanted to have one day of propeace information opposite the
days and days of pro-war news
put out by the national media."
The HPC encouraged students
not to attend classes as part of the

ｔｨｾ＠
vyomen's Law Journal is currently seeking
submISSIOns for Volume No.3. We are accepting
works that focus on legal issues relating to women.
Please send a copy of your work to:

Heidi Salerno
Hastings College of the Law
200 McAllister Street
San Francisco CA 94102

Copies of the first two issues may be purchased for
$10 each, by sending a check payable to the Women's
Law Journal. Alumni who send checks for $25.00 or
more will receive recognition as sponsors.

ｾ＠

protest. They presented alternative educational events in the
forms of panels of speakers. A
morning forum was entitled "Is
This a Just War?" featuring five
speakers, several with a strong
Arab voice. A forum in the afternoon was entitled "War, Lies and
Videotape: Media Images v.
Human Reality." In between the
forums, a noon-time rally on the
Beach featured both outside
speakers and members of the
Hastings community.
Despite the day's full lineup
of events, attendance was low.
About fifty people attended the
Continued on Page 16

Hastings
Women's
Law

\JJJournal
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Military Presence On
Campus Questioned
By Derek Bercher
STAFF WRITER

Political activity on campus
has picked up considerably since
U.S. bombs started dropping on
Baghdad in January. On February 12 approximately 40 students,
carrying signs and distributing
leaflets, staged a two hour informational picket in front of the 200
building, protesting the presence
of military recruiters on campus.
The demonstration, organized
by the newly formed Hastings
Peace Coalition, represented several different student perspectives
in opposition to the military presence at Hastings. Many who participated expressed concern that
students recruited by the military
would be required to prosecute
conscientious objectors.
According to Ruby Lieberman, a third year student, "a lot of
people who have declared conscientious objector status are being
forced to go AWOL, and the
military is relying on us as new
lawyers to put those people in the
brig." Lieberman viewed thedemonstration as a means to "support
those people of conscience."
Others participated in the
picket to visibly protest U.S. actions in Iraq. "There is a lot of
opposition on this campus to this
war," said first year student Ted
Franklin at the demonstration,
"but much ofit is invisible, which
tends to perpetuate the illusion of
unanimity. Demonstrations like
this one will help to shatter that illusion."
Much of the student opposition to the recruiters is due the fact
thatthemilitary, which has a stated
policy of discriminating against
homosexuals, was allowed to use

the Career Services office. This
was in apparent violation of the
school's nondiscrimination policy and the fact that all recruiters are required to sign a statement which requires adherence
to this policy. According to
John Kramer, a member of
Hastings Alliance of Gays and
Lesbians (HAGL), "Hastings
College is a state institution
which shouldn't give aId and
assistance to an employer who
discriminates against gay men
and lesbians."
Military recruiters declined
tocommenton the protest. However, Kristin Flier!, director of
Career Services, stated that the
military has alwaysrecruitcd on
this campus and "that they are in
compliance with our nondiscrimination policy as stated on
the form,"
That policy, while explicitly
prohibiting discrimination on
the basis of sexual orientation,
only bans organizations that
practice "unlawful discrimination." Since military discrimination has been upheld as lawful by the courts, they are currently allowed to recruit on
campus.
Such a rationalization does
not sit well with second year
student Alison Bernstein, who
specifically withdrew applications from those law schools
which did not have non-discrimination clauses for gays and
lesbians. "Ultimately, it is a
slap in the face for the school to
say that you're good enough to
protect, as they do in the nondiscrimination clause, but then
to allow an employer who blatantly discriminates to recruit
on campus," said Bernstem.

Clara Foltz Lecture
Series Proposed
The Clara Foltz Association
has been successful in the initial
stages of establishing a new
Hastings lectureship series, one
which will feature feminist speakers on a yearly or semester basis.
Like the Tobriner lectures, invited speakers will have a high
level of academic achievement.
The lectures will focus specifically on new developments in
The
feminist jurisprudence.
Association will defme the lectureship and have a continuing
involvement in soliciting and
selecting interested speakers, with
the goal of expanding the commitment of Hastings to feminist
issues by establishing ongoing
forums to address them.

The Association committee
handling the project, headed by
Alicia Queen, has met with Tim
Lemmon, the Director of Fundraising, and Academic Dean
Kane to determine the steps to
take to solicit monetary support
from the alumni. At the suggestion of Lemmon, meetings have
been held with Dorothy MackayCollins, the College Archivist,and
Patsy Oppenheim, the Director of
Student Services, who have offered to help develop a list of
interested alumni. Further, an
article about the project will appear in the summer alumni magazine. The total cost for establishing the lectureship is approximately $150,000.

Page 3
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San Francisco
Early Bird Schedule
• Profeaiooal ItespoDJibility (March 3rd) cl Torts (March 9th) wiD be gi't'etl at
U.C.HutiDp - OasIroom wB• The n:mainin& lectures will be liml at BAltIBRI Lecture Hall - 332 Golden Gate Avenue
Date

Sunday
March3rd

LnlE

Saturday
March 9th

LnlE

Subj(:C( / Professor

Time

Professional Responsibility
Richard Wydick - U.C.Davis

9:00 am
12:30 pm

*

9:00 am
5:00 pm

Torts
John Diamond - U.C.Hastings

Community property
Sunday
LnlE
Janice Kosel - Golden Gate University
March 10tti

9:00 am
12:30 pm

Sunday
March 10th

Professional ResponaibHlty
Richard Wydlck - U.C.Oavis

1:00 pm
4:30 pm

Saturday
March 16th

Contracts
John Moye - National BARIBRI Staff

9:00 am
5:00 pm

*

9:00 am
5:00 pm

Sunday
Remedies
LIY.E
Willie Fletcher - U.C.Berkeley I Boalt Hall
March 17th

*
*

Civil Procedure
Arthur Miller - Harvard Law School

9:00 am
5:00 pm

Criminal Law
Stan Goldman - Loyola Law School

9:00 am
12:30 pm

Saturday
April 13th

Criminal Procedure
Char1es Whitebread - U.S.C. Law Center

1:30 pm
5:00 pm

Saturday
April 20th

Real Property
Catherine Carpenter - Southwestern

9:00 am
5:00 pm

Sunday
Aprtl21st

Evidence
Faust Rossi - Cornell Law School

9:00 am
6:00 pm

Corporations
Janet Kerr - Pepperdine School of Law

9:00 am
12:30 pm

Constitutional Law
Erwin Chemerinsky - U.S.C. Law Center

9:00 am
5:00 pm

Saturday
ApriISth
Saturday
April 13th

Saturday
April 27th

LnlE

*

LnlE

Sunday
April 28th

-

AI ftrst year subject lectures are open to aU interested students; all other
lectures ant closed to BARlBRI enrollees only.
FOR FURTHER INFORMA TION PLEASE CONTACT YOUR SARIBRI OFFICE
3280 ..., Avenue

loa Angles. CA 90034
(213) 287·2380 .

332 Golden Gale Avenue
San Francisco. CA 94102
(415) 441-6600
(916l 441-0677

1407 FIrSt Avenue

San Diego. CA 92101
(619)

ＲＳＶｾ＠
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No Drought of Ideas to Cure Water Woes
cut their water use by fifty percent. Although the governor has
not yet asked state water agencies
to implement these cuts, he has
indicated that he will use his broad
emergency powers to force compliance if necessary. Additional
key elements of the plan include:
• Facilitating water transfers
by creating a "water bank" that
purchases water from willing
sellers, and then re-sells it to those
in need.
• Leaving a 500,000 acre-foot
emergency water reserve in Northern California dams;
• Preserving fish and wildlife
by transporting fish downstream
and drilling wells in wetland areas;and
• Providing loans and technical assistance to local water agencies to help them conserve water
and locate new supplies.
The Problem
In his lecture, Gray laid out a
series of sobering statistics regarding the severity ofthe current
drought. For example, the Sacramento River, which typically

By Tara Mueller
STAFF WRITER

As most people are by now
well aware, Caiifomiahasrecently
entered its fifth year of drought
According to Professor Brian
Gray, aspecialistin environmental
law, we have had four consecutive "critically dry" years since
1987, and 1990-91 may become
the driest year ever recorded in
California. Not only has the
drought resulted in the enactment
of mandatory water conservation
measures in many communities,
but it has also lead to what Gray
characterized recently in a presentation at Hastings on January
27th as a "fish and wildlife disaster."
California's Plan
Because of the severity of the
drought, Governor Pete Wilson
recently proposed a$ 100 million,
five-point drought "battle plan,"
which suspends deliveries from
the S tate Water Project to agricultural users and requires each of
the state's urban water districts to

carries a level of 22 million acre
feet of water per year, will not
exceed 5 million acre-feet of water
in 1990-91, the the lowest year on
record. Hetch Hetchy reservoir,
which provides most of San
Francisco's water supplies, is 86%
below capacity. The impact of
the drought on cities throughout
California is exacerbated by
complex federal and state water
laws and guaranteed contracts to
agricultural water users. Agriculture currently consumes about
85% of California's water.
Gray pointed out, however,
that in times of short-term drought
crisis, "the law" does not matter
that much. Rather, the primary
task is to re-allocate water to the
highest priority uses. This objective is reflected in the water transfer component of Governor
Wilson's drought plan. The
Governor has proposed paying
rice growers in the Sacramento
Valley $100 per acre to take agricultural land out of production for
the next growing season and to
Continued on Page 13

College Copes with Drier Times
eral water-saving measures, but
success depends on cooperation
of students and faculty. "We are
having signs made for the
restrooms, with suggestions for
savings," Badal-Chamaki said.
"We encourage McAllister Tower
residents to take shorter showers,
don't run the faucets when they
brush their teeth and shave, and
be careful when washing the
dishes." Although toilets can
account for 1/3 of a household's
indoor water use, for health reasons Badal-Chamaki is hesitant
to encourage people not to flush
as often.
"By all means, everyone
should report any leaks immediately to facilities or to the manager in the towers. We'll fIX them
right away, Andofcoursewe're

By Sean DeBruine
STAFF WRITER

Although Hastings' Facilities
department is aggressively pursuing conservation measures, the
recent water rationing plan ordered by the San Francisco Water
District may leave Hastings high
and dry.
The rationing, which calls for
cuts in current water allotments
of 33% on April 1st, is on top of
25% reductions already in place.
And Hastings Facilities Manager
Julia Badal-Chamaki says the
school is not sure where such
drastic savings can be found, although it is not yet clear whether
these measures apply to public
buildings.
Facilities is working on sev-
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WE LOVE ATTORNEYS

rfH EGG

• ON :THEIR FACE!
looKING FOR A GREAT ALL-AMERICA.'1 BREAKFAST SPOT? WE'RE JliST A fIVE Wl-.l.iTI.
FROM CIVIC CEl>TIR. PREsENT'TIIIS COUPON FOR A COMPUME.'<TARY CLl' OF
TEA, OR ESPRESSO DRINK w/MEAL PURCHASE.
OFFER GOOD TUES.-FRl. 7 :30-11 :30A.>.I ONLY!

Ofl'ER GooD THRU MARCIl

open to any constructive suggestions," she continued.
Hastings' usage this academic
year varies from 80% of its allotment in 200 McAllister to 1%
over its allotment in the Towers.
These figures also mask a several
month period, when classes are in
session when consumption exceeds the limit, and underconsumption during finals and winterbreak.
Sanctions for exceeding allotments under the rationing plan
are severe. They range from steep
ｭｯｮ･ｾ＠
fmes to complete shutoff for repeat offenders. It is not
clear yet whether any potential
fines would be passed along to
Tower residents if the allotment
there is exceeded.
Hastings had already taken
many steps to save water before
the new reductions were announced. "We stopped using our
high-pressure washer on the sidewalks and the Beach last year.
Since then we've used buckets
and mops," according to BadalChamaki. "We hand water what
fewplantswehave. Thecafeteria
uses paper plates, so they don't
use the dishwasher anymore."
Most of the required reduction
in the old (front) part of 198
McAllister may come from the
ventilation system. Currently, an
air compressor uses cold water to
remove moisture from the air. By
replacing this compressor with a
refrigerated air dryer, like those
used in the rests of the 198 buildContinued on Page 19
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News Updates
Clara Foltz Finally to Get a Degree
On December 3, 1990, the Hastings faculty voted to grant
Clara Shortridge Foltz, the fIrst woman lawyer in California and
fIrst woman to attend Hastings, a Juris Doctorate law degree. It
will be awarded on May 18, 1991, at the graduation ceremony
for the Class of 1991. The faculty voted to award Foltz her
degree, which is earned and not honorary, based on the extensive legal research, writing, and oral advocacy skills she developed while fighting the Hastings Board ofDirectors for the right
to attend Hastings.
Foltz attended classes at Hastings for three days in January
1879 before being informed by the Registrar that the Board of
Directors had resolved not to admit women. One month later,
she filed a petition in the San Francisco Court seeking a writ of
mandamus against the Hastings Board, which was eventually
granted. Hastings appealed the decision to the California
Supreme Court. In late December 1879, the Court issued its
decision: Hastings existed to train lawyers and that women were
to be admitted to all courts upon the same terms as men.
Although Foltz attended a few lectures at Hastings following
her victory against the Board, her economic situation required
that she work to support her family. On two separate occasions,
she applied to Hastings for a degree, but was denied.
The Clara Foltz Comminee against Gender Bias is currently
working on locating decedents of Foltz to accept the degree,

Hastings Security Gets Batons
In response to increased concern that the Hastings security
force is inadequately armed, the college two weeks ago issued
metal, side-handled batons to the school's security officers, In
addition, each officer received 16 hours of instruction on the
baton's use from Ollie Sansen, the top police baton trainer in
California Considered a defensive weapon, the batons give the
security officers added confidence that they can effectively
protect the Hastings community, according to Officer Eli Santiago. Several officers have noticed that their presence with the
batons has already acted as a deterrent against possible criminal
acts.
Although they give Hastings security officers greater peace
of mind, Officer Dave Hardy warned that the batons "still
provide little defense against any edged weapon or gun. The
POST [peace Officers' Standards and Training] manual and our
instructor direct officers not to take on an assailant in possession
of an edged weapon." As an illustration of this still unaddressed
problem, Hardy cited the growing inventory of illegally concealed and illegal weapons, now numbering two dozen, confiscated during officer safety searches on campus grounds and in
the immediate surrounding area.
Security officers told the Law News that the college administration is backing a plan that would authorize the Hastings
Security personnel to have full "peace officer" powers under
California law. This status would call for the officers to carry
fIrearms. According to General Counsel Angele Khachadour,
the plan will be presented to the Hastings Board of Directors for
approval at its meeting in June. If approved, the implementation
of the plan would be completed by the coming fall, said
Khachadour.

Health Survey Results Not Yet Available
The results of last month's survey of users of the campus
being compiled and will be available
health center are ｾｴｩｬ＠
next month. Any additional comments should be directed to
the SIC folders of Elizaheth Calciano and Robert Fulton.

Embezzlement Details Not Yet Released
Hastings' investigation of suspected employee embezzlement has confIrmed that the school has "suffered a loss,"
according to General Counsel Angele Khachadour. She said
that the school intends to me a criminal complaint, but refused
to release the name of the suspected employee, the amount of
missing funds or any other details until the investigation is
complete. She said the investigation has been slowed by trouble
getting records from Hastings' bank.
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The Long and Winding Road to a Summer Abroad
By John Z. Holtrichter
S1AFF WRITER

With the difficult summer job
situation looking bleaker every
day, many Hastings first and second year students are considering
spending their summer vacations
in Europe or another part of the
globe in a Summer Law Abroad
program.
Faced with a choice between
experiencing modem labor law
problems at home-flipping burｧ･ｾｲ＠
nying to Pari or Lon don for a work -play exc ursion on
their tudent loan tall, it i not
surpn ing that many tudents are
choosang to go abroad thi urnmer, But veral pitfall may
confront the prospective gloOOIrouang law student.
The first problem is that
Hastings has no ingle source of
information aboul tr'.m fer tudy
oppcrtunities or po I·graduate
legal siudy. The foUowing infor·
mation was colle ted dunng a
month-long journey Ihrough the
hall of the 200 building and
lICverallong-d1 lance phone call
an an effort 10 gather accurate
information from several different sources.

In the summer of 1991, there
will be over thirty-five U.S. law
schools offering study-abroad law
programs in more than twentyseven countries. Courses available range from International Art
Law to EEC Law to International
Human Rights Law, almost all of
which haveeither"international"
or "comparative" in their titles.
The January 1991 issue of
Student Lawyer lists many of the
programs offered by ABA-approved law schools and their particulars such as
dates, tuition,
fees, and how to
get more in for- _ . malion. In addition to this publication, which can be found
in the Legal Information Center
(a.k.a. "the library") and the Career Service office, there are advertisements on the bulletin
boards in the Career Services
office and in the basement of the
198 building.
Hastings students may transfer up to 30 units of pasS/fail credt!
out of the 88 ｵｮｩｌｾ＠
reqUired for
graduation, provided prior approval is obtained from the Record office.

The college has three requirements which must be met before
approval for transfer credit can be
granted, according 10 John
Nichols, Director of Records.
First, each program must have
been approved by the ABA. A list
of approved programs is available in the records office. Second, no credit can be granted for
repeated coursework. And third,
for summerlaw programs including intern hips, credit for the

dent has already borrowed the
m8llimum available for a StaffordLoan(GSL),that tudentrnay
till borrow up to the bmits of a
Supplemental Loan (SLS), Law
Access Loan (LAL) or Law Student Loan (LSL).
The law schools offering programs abroad have established
budgets whIch, in effect, increase
the student's "financial need" 10
cover the summer pro g ram .

i n -

HastingssUJdents, therefore, are at
least eligible
LO apply for
the more expensive
loans.
There are several
caLches, however. The Hastings
student wishing to get financial
aid for summer study must enroll
in enough units to be con idered
at least a "half-time" student, according to the school sponsonng
the program. ThIS is usually four
semester units during the summer.
Assuming all goes well and a
loan IS approved, according La
Director of Financial Aid Cary
Bennett, Hastings cannot disburse

temship portion of these programs
will not be given unless the student has already completed three
semesters at HasLings. This is
important to nOLe because financial aid is available only for approved coursework.
Financial aid in the form of
sLudent loans is available as long
as the student has nOL already
borrowed the m8llimum allowed
by each lender in the previous
school year. Foreltlmple, ifasLu-

M

0

S

Stafford or Supplemental loan
checks to ludents until ten day
prior to the first day of irtSInICtion . Other loan check can be
di burseduPLothinydays(LAL)
or founeen days (LSL) before the
ftrst ummer class. Fortunately,
it is po Ible LO arrange LO have
checks sent directly to the
student's bank "for deposit only"
If the student has already gone
abroad.
The most _erious financial
obstacle for many Hasungs Sludents is that airline tickets and
tuition may have to be paid for
before the student has receIved
any loan money. Tim Gray,President of the Hastings chapler of the
Dickinson SocIety ofintemauonal
Law, and veteran of IwO ummers
abroad in Asia,told the Law ｎｾｷｳ＠
that one of hI "dIrectly depo .
ited" loan disbursement checks
't
got 10SI by his bank and ｷ｡ｾｮ＠
credIted to his accounl unul a
month afLcc he relurned to the
U.S , He nOLed thai the Dickinson
SocIety offers 5500 scholarshIp
to ｾ＠ ist students who would like
to tudy law abroad, application
for which are due March 15,1991.

t

Cofll;'lIud Oft ｰ｡ｧｾ＠

Now you can afford to dream in color
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For further information contact
Greg Kast at 565-4813
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Restaurant Review

Jaundiced Eye
Noodling Around in Japantown ByThe
I. C.All
By Robert Crook
STAFF WRITER

Betsy Johnsen
NEwsEoITOR
In case you slept through the
past decade, adventure is definitely in fashion when choosing a
place to eat. The trick, of course,
is to treat yourself to a meal that
you actually enjoy while, at the
same time, communicating to the
world that you care enough about
your image to put food in your
mouth that you've never seen or
heard of before. Mifune, in the
heart of Japantown, provides
unusual meals for status seekers

Wakame salad ($2.50) was a
delicious blend of long strands of
seaweeds, sesame seeds, and a
mysterious dressing. The large
green salad ($5.00) was enough
for several people, with both
familiar and unfamiliar vegetables, along with squid and ersatz crab.
The other appetizers we tried
ranged from o.k. to disgusting.
The Sashimi (which means uncooked fish) Tuna ($6.00) satisfiedourraw instincts, but we wish
we had left well enough alone
before we tried the SashimiYamakake ($6.00),araw egg yolk
floating in a frothy sea of whipped
raw egg white and raw Japanese

As these people found out, get to Mifune before 6 pm to avoid a line.
on a student budget. and those
who are genuinely interested in a
tasty Japanese dinner. Not all of
the dishes at Mifune's are equal,
however, and some should defi·
nitely be avoided.
In order to get a scientifically
valid sample, ten of us descended
on Japantown one Friday evening. We chose Mifune because
it specializes in noodle dishes,
which are fun to eat and cheap.
The dark wood and blood red
decor also gives it an authentic
atmosphere. One student in our
group who had just come back
from a year in Japan said, "It
looks just like it could be in a
lunch place in Japan, with exactly
the same kinds of food."
We started out with an array of
appetizers and beverages. The best
of the seven appetizers we tried
was the Shrimp ($1.50) andVegetable Tempuras ($4.50) and the
Wakame salad ($2.50). Mifune's
tempura is batter dipped and
quicldy deep fried, producing a
light, ungreasy dish that beats
ColonelSandershandsdown. The

potato. It tasted like something
you'd encounter at a fraternity
initiation. We blackballed it. It
may be a delicacy in Japan, but it
is not for those with delicate pal·
ates.
Our drinks ranged from Japanese beer to plum wine to the
traditional sake. The plum wine
is an excellent drink for those
who enjoy sweet wine. It tastes
like fermented lollipops with a
dreamy bouquet. One of our
reviewers swears by it. The sake
offered was smoother than normal. Therefore, we recommend
thatitbeorderedcold,likearegular wine, rather than warmed.
Please note: sufficient sake, even
in those cute liule ceramic cups,
will render all decisions moot.
The main courses are quite
generous. You can choose either
udon (wheat)orsoba (buckwheat)
noodles as the base for most
dishes. (Rice is also offered with
some meals.) Udon, resembling
long,thick,overcookedspaghetti,
cannot be eaten with a spoon.
Chopsticks are mandatory. The

slender soba offers a little more
backbone for the Western grappler. "It is okay to slurp!" according to the menu.
We tried the noodles with a
variety of hot broths and garnishes.
Again, the dish with tempura
($5.80) was the best of the bunch.
Several diners, however, noted a
pervasive fish taste to the broths.
Basic hot noodle dishes range in
price from $3.00 to $7.80. Also
highly recommended are any of
the special dishes that come in the
enormous iron pots ("nabe"),
filled with noodles, chicken,
shrimp, veggies, fish and egg
floating in a fish broth. Even at
the low price of $7.30 to $8.80,

PIioTo

BY JOHN

ANDREws

they are more than you can eat
alone.
For those who aren't into diving for their dinner, several dishes
are offered with a thicker consistency. Beef curry over noodles
($5.50) was a hit for those who
like American stew. But we were
disappointed by the cold noodle
"Mifune special" ($5.80) served
on a "lacquered boat tray." Cute,
but bor-ing. Also to be avoided
was a hot noodle (Tori) with
chicken dish ($4 .50) that brought
new meaning to "chewing the fat"
Our entire gluttonous adventure came to only $13 per person,
before tip. Our tip was generous,
however, because the service was
excellent - helpful, solicitous,
anticipatory, and fast We have a
tip for you too - get there early!
Though they accommodated our
large party at 5:30, by 6:00 a
permanent line had formed out
the door, despite four other restaurants within twenty feet
Mifune is located at 1737 Post
St., within the Japantown mall.

STAFF WRITER

"Sees all, knows much, tells
some." Anon.
Ah, itis in theair,everywhere,
wafting like the ubiquitous aroma
of unwashed mendicants on the
filthy sidewalks of the Tenderloin. Sprung it has, like some
ruthless, devastating trap which
grasps the heart in its steely jaws.
Yes, dear readers, it is Spring, that
season, early arriving on the law
school front, when young persons' (Clara Foltz Society linguistic seal of approval affixed
hereto) fancies tum to afternoons
spent lolling in the warm sun,
eschewing their mundane labors
for the far more attractive company of those men and women to
which their affections they have
attached (oh, such skillful use of
archaic syntax; the Eye even
impresses itself). In a word (but
when, dear readers, have you ever
known the Eye to content itself
with just one word?), itis love, the
fervid and the tender, the graceful
and the desperate, the shared and
the unrequited, that many-splendored thing, which hangs over the
campus these days.
The Eye has been around long
enough to know the drill. It is the
same every year, as desires suppressed in pursuit of academic
goals believed (wrongly) to be of
greater significance, burst forth
like the blossoms of a once dormant plant with theonsetoflonger,
warmer days. That fellow or lady
long the object of sidelong glances
and idle fantasy looms larger with
the changing climes, quicldy and
emphatically dwarfing the stack
of gray pages gone unread. Everyone knows, after all, that the
grade will be the same whether
one studies hard or not at all, or at
least so goes the conventional
wisdom. Although the Eye generally has little truck with thec.w.,
this is one item thereof to which it
subscribes whole-heartedly, and
has its own reasons for doing so.
And so, why spend sunny afternoons within the cold and sterile
walls of the library ,learning things
one really need not know, when
one could be traipsing barefoot
through the dandelions, hand in
hand with one's true love (or at
least him or her who passes therefor)? The Eye joins scores of esteemed thinkers (most, the Eye
must admit, more esteemed than
itself) in failing to come up with a
really convincing answer. Accord·
ingly, in the spirit of the emotions

which the Eye harbors for you,
dear readers, so deep and abiding
as to rival those which some luclcy
few of you might feel for each
other, the Eye counsels throwing
caution to the wind, making one's
feelings known, writing torrid
notes, gazing searingly, embracing wildly, kissing sloppily, and
other such vivid demonstrations
of affection as befit the season,
and delight the Eye, which is not

.. .love, the fervid and the
tender, the graceful and
the desperate, the shared
and the unrequited, that
many-splendored thing,
hangs over the campus
these days.
(sigh) in love at the moment (sob),
but knows of some who are. And
soon, dear readers, so shall you.
· .. like the third year woman
whose fall from grace and miraculous Survival horrified and
awed her friends, tenderly folded
In the loving arms (themselves
recently mended) of that goodhearted New Englander who
nursed her back to robust and
cheery health. An inspiration to
us all.
· . . and the soft-spoken third
year man whose long, lean frame
and sparlding green eyes have
thrilled the ladies (sorry, Clara)
here at Hastings High ever since
he and his curly mop showed up,
snared by the considerable charms
of the diminutive and dedicated
second year woman who carries
unbowed a workload which would
fell many much mightier than she.
A truly brilliantmalCh, from which
the Eye draws much genuine
happiness, as should we all, dear
readers.
· .. and, staying with the subject of intergenerational romance,
how about the long and lovely
third year lass, whose graceful
form set classmates dreaming of
languid evenings by the flre east
of the erstwhile Iron Curtain, and
her second year swain, the big,
blond, bluff Irishman whose blue
eyes look even bigger and dreamier when he chooses external
corrective lenses over the contact
type. This is a joinder of somewhat earlier vintage, not a Spring
fling exactly, since the Eye spied
it ablooming on the grounds of
the White House early last semester, but it is worthy of note in this
noteworthy context and note it we
will, if only to give you, dear
ｃｯｬｩｵｾ､＠
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Oscar Picks

Question People

J oe Bob Calls 'Em If He Sees 'Em
Grea "Joe Bob" Zlotnick
STAR'Wma

Well, it's Olear lime. What
aciremen&.ldidmybestloseeas
IDIIIY of the nominaled films as
pcMIIbIc,1imiIed by the r.:t that if
I wu not intemted Ilkipped it.
WIllI commilment and dedication.
1bis yar's nominaIions are
IIriIdq fcr !be dearth of truly
excepdoaaI performances given
the nod. apedaIly the 1C1reIICS'
IdeL AdditionaUy,lOIDCll'allendouI perfOlllllllCCl were DOt rec:opized while marginal ones take
up limiled ..,.:e.
Still, Olear is always interestUIJ boc:auIe of die oflcn political
and buIineu-orienlCd prejudices
which mtrude upon die supposed
hononnS of merit and anistic
accomphshmcnl in the movicmakins craft.
The foUowmspicbnpurely
conjectural ..,hard as It may be to
believe, Joe Bob has no inside infonnauon:
uPportiDl Actr : I
did not IOC Ghost, 10 Whoopi is
OUt Too bad. I did not IOC Wild
til HttlTf, 10 Diane Ladd IS out.
Too bad. law GoodFtUas, but
donotrcmcmbcrLonaine BI1ICCO,
10 Ihe could not have been tlttu
aood. I found ｾ＠
McDonncll's
ponrayaI mSIandI With A Fill in
DtlMu Willi WoIws to be more
irrillliDa &ban inspired. That
lea
Anncac Benina for TIlt
Grft.,.
Benina has a pal
bod whidl WII cxpoeed for much
mdle fibn IDd ... old Aaldcmy
c:ouJd not belp but be imShe played a not-so-

dwnb blond adequaacly, so why
not let her play with Oscar? A
very thin field.
But SupportiB, Actor:
Thoush he won other awards this
y,*, Bruce Davison cannot win
becaaase I, unfortunately, did not
see LoIIgtimt COmpa1lioll. He is
a long-shot anyway because his
winning would be a slight acceptance of die movie's homosexual

story line. Andy Garcia walked

through his Italian lOUgh-guy role
1ft GodfatllLr III. Can't see it.
Graham Greene is a definite possibility for DatlCts With ｗｯＯｾｳ＠
as the receptive medicine man.
The nomination for Dick Tracy's
AI Pacino is indeed comical. My
vote, if I had one, would go to Joe
Pesci for his sadistically brutal
portrayal of a small time wiscguy
inGoodFtUas. Hereal1yseemed
to enjoy hiI role,maybe 100 much.
BestActreu: Theonlymovic
with a nominaled ICtress that I
saw WII TM Grifttrs. However,
An&eJicaHousloo, who as always
wu lhoIoughIy professional, wu
not spcctKuIar. Kathy Bates

received good notices for Misery,
a good long-shot. Julia Roberts
was nominalCd for Prttty Woman.
My response: "This is a joke,
right?, they weren't even her
legs!" Once again, dollar signs
blind Oscar. Meryl Streep is very
talenlCd but Postcards From the
Edgt was panned, despite her
singing. My bet is on Joanne
Woodward for Mr. alld Mrs.
Bridgt. She and hubby Paul
Newman always sparkle together
and she is definitely the sentimental favorite.
Best Actor: Kevin Costner
probably will, but should not, win
for DatlCts With Wolvts. The
DWW steamroller may propel an
Oscar into his hands, though. Bob
DeNiro's cup runneth over already and despite a tremendous
performance in Awakenings,
Hoffman just got an Oscar for a
handicapped performance in
Rainmatt. Too soon for a similar
role 10 win. Still,agoodbetsince
the Academy worships him.
Gerard Depardicu's CyrQllO de
Bergtrac was too long and his
nose was 100. Doubtful. I did not
see Rtvtrsal ofFortUM, which is
supposedly very good, due in large
measure 10 Jeremy Irons' perftitm8DCC. Because the Academy loves
the Brits he is a possibility. My
vote would go to Richard Harris
for hilriveting performancein TIlL
ｆｾＯ､Ｎ＠
But, such a result is unlikely considering the fibn was a
very small production with priI1*ily an-house appeal.
Best Director: I did not see
RewrsalofFortUM 3Othaleliminates Barbel Schroeder (who?).
ColllilulH 0 .. ｰＮｾ＠

By Susie Oh and Laurie Watkins
If you weren't in law school, what would you
rather be doing?

Meg Stoll, 2nd yr.
"I'd rather be living in the
realms of reality."

Alicia Queen, 3rd yr.
""d be married to a rich
man, living in the suburbs,
drinking martinis and
raising my children.·

Ben Tresser, 2nd yr.
""m glad I'm tucked away in
school. To me, it's a joy to
be here. I'm certainly glad
"m not trying to work or find

a job."

Paul Thomas, 3rd yr.
"Host on Jeopardy-that
would be good, I'd like
that:

,

Sit 'n' Spin

o t List for the Busy Ear
1bcre' alotbappcniqoathe
m ' ane IbeIC days; it's not
eIIJ fcr Ibc busy IisIeDer 1Nb a
cIiIcriIIliDIIic.rlObcpup. Bul
maybe ... can beIp.

c- Dowrt H.,."

- 1bec
(RCA). Come down

ｾ＠

...,. iIMIoed. 1bis. Ibc album
10 pIaJ if die ...... move in
Deal door. If... more dra&iafIueacecl music bcin& IDIIIIc
todaJ. I.vea', beInI iL 1bcIc
PJlllPeptlDbem.DetnIiL
ftaa . . CIMI' picbn. it is
dIIlneoR,..adcsare

Ina 1M _
die

veiIl •
IDd

IaJ IDd

_____"'
___ｾ＠____Ibe__

you

m

ａｍｩ｣ｴｯ｡Ｎ｢ｬｲ･ｰｵｦｹｾ＠

Fandl' an...... posIIII'ina,
cbect 0Ul1bec Hypnotics. This
ftIICCIId is .... lDlCCCllOaQDOy and
o«eadyour...-cfrieads.
WiTt T,.GiIi - Wire Train
(MeA). Sliffcily. OnebappeniDe cat - "Sbould She CryT' ill a sIadae pond m ｾ＠
bippy fait roct. "Sbould She
CryrisacJusic. Soaorousslidc

Ibe.......

..... ｾ＠ 1M .ty
........ (Yes. vqiDiI. Ibcre
ne.uil

Fuzz-wah guiw, sledge hammer
drums, and tbrobbing bass intertwine in narc:o-rbythms. "Half
Mall Half Boy" and "AU Messed
Up"opcaupsidconewithclassic
riff rock. While OSIeDSibly aongs
offnasneclyoulb,etc.,theleboys
.ve a DIber obvious chemical
prediIeaion ThinkofitastbelDe
masicfcrtheJoaesA:EddyICl.If
lib !be IIIiIudc
Jane's

ｾ＠ ｍｄ ｟ ｾ ｟ ＧＩ＠

&m
___ _

___
"
_·__
' Ｇｾ＠ __ｾ｟

､ｯ ｾ｟

ｾ＠

crypcic lyrics (ala Dylan) provide
for 4:32 of pure bliss. The rest of

Mark Bateman, 3rd yr.

the album is a waste of petroleum
products-Iow-lishlCdby"MOOIIIightDrcam."amisogynisticode
Ihat would make Mep:Ieth blush.
Maybe the new owners of MeA
will spII'C as a repriJe.
SociGl Distortioll - Social
DiSIiOItioa (Epic). Sure, we all
lib Les PlUlscrantrd up through
walIsofMarslWlamplifiers. But
does the world really need HUDlingIon Bcacb punb sin&inI with
EngIisIa 8CCC111S? Don't we have
enouP problems? Hey, Mike
Ness, we can't all be Joe StrumIDCI". ADd lhIl is undoubtccUy a
good IbiDIAll Sitoot DowIe - 1be ReplKC"'Cfll. (Sirc/RqIriIe). 1be
gn:aaroctand roll band in the

____.G
___________c_.__
...___
. i -__
ｲｾｉ＠

__ｾ

"Retired! The only reason I
went to law school was to

avoid work."

Erin O'Brien, 2nd yr.
•A disk jockey at a radio
station:

］

］ｾ

ｾ＠
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Ultra Vires

By Fabrice Rodriguez

Injunctive Relief

Affinnative Relief
ｾ＠

Ｇｦｬｾ｜＠

ｾ＠

ｾ＠

t

ＮＩｾｬ＠ ｾ＠ ｉｾ＠

ｾ＠

"Remedies"

Day tripper

Muddy 'Stoga Tubs
By Alicia L. Queen
STAFF WRITER

So this trip is a very special
one, and it's not cheap and you
can't do it on public transportation. Nonetheless, it is well worth
the time and money. Just imagine
sitting in avatofwarm mud (happy
asapig in ?*&%#$), followed by
a soothing series of jacuzzi and
steam baths, a blanket wrnp,and a
massage. Andallforonly$55.00.
"Wow!" you say? Read on ...
We are going to Dr.
Wilkinson's Hot Springs in Calistoga From San Francisco, take
Interstate 80 (the Bay Bridge) to
Vallejo and then take Highway
29 toward the Napa Valley. If
you are not familiar with the area,

The first thing that happens is that you take off
your clothes. Yes, folks,
this is a California experience of the highest order.
I suggest buying amapofCalifornia You can also reach Calistoga
by taking Highway 101 North to
Highway 37, to Highway 21, to
Highway 12, and then to Highway 29. (It sounds a lot more
complicated than itreally is. There
are plenty of signs and a quick
consultation with the map is completely reassuring.) I prefer the
latter route because it is much
prettier. You see beautiful rolling
hills, dairies and nicely preserved
towns.
Once you get to Calistoga, Dr.
Wilkinson's is on the main street
of Calistoga, at 1507 Lincoln
Avenue. The phone number is

(707)942-4102. You should call
ahead for a reservation and they
will take a credit card number
over the phone to hold your place.
I paid with a check upon arrival
and I am sure they take cash.
The flfSt thing that happens is
that you take off your clothes.
Yes, folks, this is a California
experience of the highest order.
Don't worry, the sexes are kept
separate so you can keep the discovery of your flaws within the
confinesofyourowngender. Next
you plop into thick, warm mud.
The mud consists of volcanic ash,
so its consistency is more fibrous
than silty. The attendants slop
and plop the mud on you as you
relax and slither on down. They
also bring you cool Calistoga
mineral water to sip. This lasts
about 15 minutes, then you
shower, which is quite a task
considering the type of mud and
your lack of protective clothing ...
well, you'll see what I mean.
Next, you sit in a mineral water
jacuzzi bath. The attendants will
adjust the temperature of the water
to suit you, and again. bring you
lots of cool mineral water to drink.
The steam bath comes next and
you can sit in there as long as you
can stand it. Then, you are provided with iced towels to cool
down. At this point in the adventure, I was so utterly devoid of
tension that the most coherent
thing I could say to mypartner-inrelaxation was that the steam bath
was wet. She was, of course,
blinded by the brilliance of this
observation.
The next stage is the blanket
wrap. This reminded me of trr-lltContinued on Page 14
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Joe Bob's Oscar Pix
Continuedfrom Page 7

Stephen Frears' The Grifters is
very much overrated. Martin
Scorsese's GoodFelias was welldone but he's won often and the
Italian-American Anti-Defamation League is not happy. Francis
Ford Coppola should not win for
his overdone Godfather III. The
film was very choppy and ponderous. Moreover, there were
gratuitous cinematic contrivances
to "get a great shot." Godfather
III was more like strike three.
Kevin Costner is a legitimate
nominee and should get this
award. The detail and care with
which he crafted Dances With
Wolves is testament to his talent.
He should be recognized.
Best Picture: The most ridiculous nomination in quite awhile is
that for Ghost. My only response
is: they must be kidding. Godfather III is undeserving and the
only possible explanation for

winning would be the Academ y' s
choosing the gimmick of a trifecta
for the Godfather trilogy. But,GIl should not have won either.
Both sequels are on amuch lower
plane than the tremendous initial
installment. Awakenings was an
excellent, uplifting movie, but
director Penny Marshall (a.k.a
Laverne) was not nominated and
that is a bad omen. GoodFelias
has a shot considering Its collection of other awards. However,
the film was depressing and excessively, though perhaps realistically, violent Unlikely. My
pick, and the probable winner is
Dances With Wolves. I sat through
this three hour epic twice in a
week and enjoyed it just as much
the second time around. A potential classic, this was a movie movie
in the great Hollywood tradition.
It was beautiful escapism with
various "politically correct"
themes. A fining Best Picture.

Our Man's Hottest Licks
Continuedfrom Page 7

world has followed "Don't Tell A
Soul" with yet another gem. The
opening cut, "Merry Go Round,"
is nothing less than a perfectly
crafted pop song, resplendent with
some tn-your-face low-tech
grunge guitars. Side twois where
the album really gelS out of cruise
control. "When It Began" gives
you a pretty good idea of what it
would sound like if the Dave Clark
Five jammed with the Byrds in a
garage in Bakersfield. "My Little

l11e Replacements
",,",,-.s lY

Problem" features Johnette Napolitano of Concrete Blonde splitling lead vocals with Westerberg
over some ear-drum-blistering
guitar chords. If this track doesn't
send a few extra amps down your
spinal cord, you'd better stick with
old Tony Orlando eight-tracks.
The onl y downer on the album is
"Sadly Beautiful." Westerberg
seems to stick an obligatory ballad on every LP. The result in this

case is unfortunate, and makes a
strong case for not allowing artists to produce their own records.
But what the heck. Westerberg
really is "the unmitigated essence
of musical genius," as they say on
MTV. Put him down with Bob
Zimmerman as Minnesota's everlasting gift to rock and roll.
Legends ofGuitar: Rockofthe
Sixlies, Vol. 1 - Various artists
(Rhino). In the mood for a little
time travel? Here's a chance to
check out some lesser known
moments in the history of rock
and roll. The folks at Rhino
Records have done another quality job, including the very informative liner notes. The obscure
and the greatarerepresented here.
Among the former is the Seattlebased Sonics' cut "Witch," featuring dramamine tremolo guitars and a singer who sounds
exactly like a barking Eric Clapton. Among the greats is a live
version of "Hey Joe" by Jimi
Hendrix. The brief intro to this
version will expose you to everything that was beautiful in psychedelic music, as well as the
majesty of Jimi's guitar playing.
His soul shimmers off the frets on
this one. The intro alone is worth
the price of admission. (Q.tery: If
Jimi were alive today, would he
be embarrassing himself and us
the way Jagger and McCartney
do?) Between the obscure and the
great on this album you will find
surf music ("Lullaby of the
Leaves" by the Ventures and the
arabesque "Miserlou" by Dick
Dale), the Nashville sound
(Booker T. and the MG's, Chet
Atkins, and Lonnie Mack), some

Yardbirds cuts, and more psychedelia from San Francisco's own
Quicksilver Messenger Service
(guaranteed to induce flashbacks
in some of the older denizens of
Golden Gate Park). The one
questionable track included is
"Nine Types of Industrial Pollution" by Frank Zappa. I would be
suspicious of anyone who claims
to like this music. If they offer
you a ride, check for dilated pupils.

PS!·
LON OON
'rom $439
TOKYO
'rom $515
SYONEY
'rom $885
RIO
'rom $942
BANGKOK
'rom $858
NYC/BOS/O.C. 'rom $303
CHI! MSP
'rom $280
COSTA RICA
'rom $369
MEXICO CITY 'rom $439
7·0AY LENINGRAOIMOSCOW
SUMMER PKG. 'rom $775
• Flights Worldwide
• Similar low Fam From All
Major U.S. CIIiH
• Low Cost One Wry Fares on Request
• Relundable, Changeable. Flellble
• Eurall Pasus, 1.0. tards. Tours
• Call or Write lor Free Bruchu,"
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The Eye Spies, Cupid's Arrow Flies
Cotll;'lIud/rom ｐｯｧｾ＠

6
readers, another chance at playing the fun· filled guessing game
to
which it i the Eye's ｰｬ･｡ｾｵｲ＠
facilitate.
... moving down the ladder,to
the dimmer reaches where even
the Eye's view i5 somewhat obscured, a tale of fir t year romance. He is a large and Iightheaned fellow identified from the
first with a classic beauty who
seemed to have stepped from the
pages of Vogue 0010 the dreary
linoleum floor ｯｦｈ｡ｾｴｩｮｧｳ＠
High .
Indeed, they seemed all·but·inseparable, till rhe entered the
picture: curly blond hair, bright
blue eyes (of course), and a sleek
and sexy, mysterious look which
mu t have called to our man the
way the Sirens sang to Ulysses,
for an wer her siren song he did,
and then there were three. The
Eye scarccl y believed ｩｌｾ｣ｬｦｷｨｮ＠
it aw her bouncy curls IOclined
sweetly against his broad shoulder, hut, ｡ｾ＠ you mu t know by
now, dear readers, the Eye docs
not lie. Still, there arc as many
qu lions as ｡ｮｾｷ･ｲ＠
about this
one. How did it happen? What
went on bC'tw(',cn (Jur man and hIS

first mate? What changes wrought
thechangeofparmers? Andwhere
does that leave our odd woman
out? Some questions, dear readers, not even the Eye can answer.
... mostamazingofall,tbough,
dear readers, is the pinkish blossom of sweet devotion between
those third years, she, a budding
legal eagle seemingly destined to
soar on the thin and rising columns at the very top of the billows
of hot air known as "the profession," he, a laid-back New Yoneer
more often seen on the basketball
coun than in the library (or in
class, for that matter). They say
opposites attract (the c.w. again
raises its ugly head), but the Eye
､ｯ･ｾｮＧｴ｢ｵｹ＠
iL Could itbethatthe
IillJewoman is not the driven grind
her achievements lead one to
suspect? Or perhaps behind his
dark glasses rest insightful orbs
and a brilliant mind? The Eye
remains keptical, however, suspecting rather that it is a simple
｣｡ｾ･＠
of an accomplished striver
realizing (though not regretting)
the pleasures sacrificed in pursuit
of achievement, taking a last
opponunity to salvage some lost
JOy and breathe decply the sweet

draughts of ecstasy not yet irretnevably 10SL In any case, whatever the story behind this amorous alliance, the Eye richly appreciates Its chance to watch It,
and to take hope therefrom. For
that, after all, IS what love really
offers to us all, lovers and voyeurs alike: hope. Love takes our
sweaty hand in Its steady grasp

... one of the splendrous
qualities of love is us very
unmanageability; as we
all know, the one one
loves seldom loves one in
return, and, one always
hurts the one one loves ...
and leads us from desparr to a
shining dawn, beaming beatifically upon us, suggestiveofmyriad wondrous possibilities open
to us alL Don't you agree, dear
readers?
... but, sadly, for every smItten couple standing hand in hand
on the moonlit sands, gazing
dreamily at the stars above, there
is a woman redirecting the unwanted advances of a would-be
wooer toward her lonely, lovelorn roommate, who is, predlcta-

bly, not lonely and lovelorn
enough to appreciate the diversion of unrequited ardor. Or one
like the second year woman the
Eye saw recently declimng to ride
in the front seat of an auto somewhat overfilled WIth passengers.
It seems the lady was asked to sit
on the lap of a passenger, a handsome and fashionably dressed
young man who was a friend of
the dri ver, a shon and joll y fellow
in the second year class whose
voluminous curls and loud sports
shirts make him one of that class'
morerecognizable-and, theEye
ventures to opine (for a change),
one of Its best-liked- members.
The lady JOSISted, however, in
riding in the back seat of the car,
already occupied by three passengers, for fear, as she remarked
loudly and repeatedly, that if she
sat on the lap on the lone passenger in the front of the car, "he
would get [an erection]." (The
Eye detests the vulgar term which
she actually uttered.) The Eye's
spy suggested, and the Eye agrees,
that such an eventuality more
nearly represented the lady's hope
than her fear. WIth apologies to
the Bard, the Eye fears the lady

doth'd protest too much. Of
course. one of the splendrous
qualities of love IS Its very unmanageability; as we all know.
the one one loves seldom 10vC$
one 10 return, and, one always
hurts theoneone loves (thus spake
the Inkspots, or sort of thus). Ah,
sweet mysteries of life, how they
haunt us so.
. . . thus concludes the Eye's
ruminations on love in general
and illuminations of love here at
Hastings High. But before the
Eye wishes you all well. dear
readers, and takes IlSbterary leave,
there is another piece of bu ine
to which it must attend. While
sifting through the pileofadoring
cards and letters addressed to the
Eye which characteristically fill
the Law News box in the Student
Information Center, the Eye came
across a message which, though
not overtly critical, was nonetheless not of the same nature as the
overwhelmingly laudatory (almostembarrassmglyso) messages
which it usually receives. Thi
mIssive was 10 the form of a
photocopy of two pages from a
book by Mis Manners. who is,
ｃｯｮｬｩｵｾ､＠
Qn Pogt U

If yoU want to move your
career into the fast lane, your
next move should be on the Fast
TrnckTW It's the fastest way there is
to learn both basic and advanced
skills on America's foremost
computer-assisted legal research
seIVice: the LEXIS" service.
Evening and Saturday classes
are available from March 20 to
April 12.
Call 1-800-222-8714 to
register: and make your first step
the right step.
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OPINION
En Bane

Closing the
Information Gap
Hastings' recent hiring of a public relations fIrm
to try to repair its tarnished public image is the latest
reminder of the school's frequent inability to communicate effectively with the world outside its own
offIces. Like many bureaucracies, the school is
often resistant to a reporter's requests for information. But the problem not only affects reporters
looking for a story; it also affects students looking
for the kind of basic information needed to get
through law school.
One student interested in studying abroad, for
example, found that there is no single person who
could tell him what programs exist or answer his
questions regarding the availability of credit or
fInancial aid. Similar obstacles confront students
trying to find out about graduate legal programs, to
cite another example.
The problem stems partly from a lack of coordination among the various departments within the
administration. A student must often go to several
different departments to get the various pieces of the
jigsaw puzzle. Sometimes the information is conflicting. Sometimes no one even knows if the data
exists.
At times, the frustrated information seeker will
simply come up empty. Recently, a Law News
reporter researching Hastings' ties with the University of California was told that the school did not
have a copy of the written agreement spelling out
that relationship.
In some ways, access to the administration is
good. Individual staff and administrators are usually generous with their time and some are very
frank and knowledgeable. After all, this month's
Law News is filled with material we got from offIcials who were both open and helpful. Unfortunately, finding which staff member can answer a
question can be a Herculean task. This problem is
especially daunting for fIrst year students who are
unfamiliar with this particular bureaucratic maze.
A possible solution would be to have one central
individual that students could approach with any
questions. That person's primary job would be to
operate as an inquiry switchboard, familiar with the
responsibilities of various departments and routing
questions directly to the appropriate person.
In the end, the school will just have to be more
forthcoming with information, to both students and
reporters. Getting the word out early about school
plans, policies, and procedures will better their
chances of eventual acceptance by students and the
public.

Letters to the Editor
Censoring of the War?
Dear Editor,
On February 14, I had the privilege of hearing Major General
Patrick Brady of the U.S. Army
speak in the panel discussion at
Hastings on the censorship of the
Gulf War. Gen. Brady stated the
position that any activity on the
battlefield should be directed
toward winning the war.
After the panel, I asked Gen.
Brady why the Defense Department has cancelled honors ceremonies for the men and women
killed in the Gulf War. (Associated Press - January 23). He
suggested that they didn't want to
"waste the resources."
I do not believe his answer. I
think that the decision to deny
men and women killed in this war
their rightful honors is part of a
concerted policy to keep casualties from the public eye. I think
that the war is being censored for
reasons beyond military security.
This war is being censored in order
to shape American popular opinion.
I hope we will not allow our
thinking to be manipulated like
this. We must demand of the
Defense Department, and of the
press, complete and accurate
coverage of the war.
In America, we form our own
opinions.
Russell M. Mortyn
Dear Editor,
Why is it that some law students can be so self-righteous and
confident that their position is so
"politically correct" that they
refuse to give even minimal respect to any other viewpoint? Is
there an inverse relationship between "intellectual superiority"
and basic courtesy?
My most recent cause of disgust with my classmates stems
from the February 14th panel
discussion concerning media
censorship during the Gulf War.
The panel was painfully lopsided.
The sole speaker representing the
govemment's purported interests
in maintaining censorship during
wartime was General Brady, a
decorated war hero. General
Brady received the Congressional
Medal of Honor for rescuing thousands of wounded via helicopter
during the Vietnam War. Hewas
an articulate man who deserved
to be shown respect and apprecia-

tion for taking time to speak to us.
Instead he was hissed at numerous times.
What kind of intolerable,
unacceptable opinions could this
man make to evoke such a dramatic response from "sophisticated" lawyers-to-be? He stated
that soldiers do not like war and
that it is the American people,
through their elected officials,
who have placed the troops in the
Gulf. A logical statement of fact
which was responded to with an
emotional, childish reaction. Is
this law school or kindergarten?

The contempt I felt for my "esteemed colleagues" was superseded only by my embarrassment
to be counted among them.
Think of how exciting our
future discussions will be if we
only include speakers who espouse views with which we agree.
Those who hissed at General
Brady are no better than racists,
sexists, homophobes or any other
people who lack tolerance for an
opinion differing from their own.
I would not blame General
Brady if he never returned to the
hallowed halls of Hastings.
Hopefully he will not judge us all
on the immature actions of the
few. And hopefully he will not

tell his friends.
Too bad there are not LSAT
scores for maturity, tolerance and
politeness.

Joe Vadala

Restrictions on Speech
Dear Editor,
The article in theHastingsLaw
News regarding the Hastings
administration's action in removing a "controversial" BLSA poster
set up in the lobby of the 200
McAllister Building points out
the desperate need at Hastings for
an adequate forum for the exchange of ideas among the members of the Hastings community.
At present there is no centrally
located, indoor area where students, faculty, staff, and the
administration can freely communicate with each other on any
subject they choose.
Student organizations are
severely restricted in where they
may post "political speech."
Posters or easel displays are only
allowed in the lobby areas in the
198 and 200 buildings if they
contain information about an
event sponsored by a registered
Hastings student organization.
Materials that do not advertise a
Hastings event are confmed to the
basement of the 198 building and
the small (approximately 4' x 5')
bulletin board in the SIC office.
Individuals are even more
constrained in expressing themselves. There is no legitimate
forum for Hastings students, faculty, or staff who want to post
poetry, jokes, inspiring quotations, political arguments, mtcresting statistics, or advice on how
to find the perfect job, cope with
financial aid wrinkles, or cure
sexual hang-ups. The only practical, readily available alternative
forum for individual expression
are restroom stall doors.
Contillued 011 Page 15

Letters to the Editor
Letters are accepted from anyone but must be typed or
legibly handwritten double-spaced. Letters should be clearly
marked as such and must bear the writer's signature, name, and
telephone number. Frequent or lengthy contributors will be
limited to ensure that a forum is available to everyone. We
cannot print letters without signatures, but names will be
withheld upon request if the circumstances warrant such action. Letters do not represent the opinion of the Law News, its
staff, or Hastings College of the Law.
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Periscope

End of One War, Prelude to Next? U.S. Victory: No Real Win
By Timothy Huet
COI.lJMNIST

As the war aglun t Iraq ends, I

am left pond ring two questions:
Wh t was gained that was wonh
sacrificing the Jives of so many,
and will the end 10 thi war only
be the prel ud to the nell t?
lhe U.S. achieved its minor
goalofwr ting Kuwait from one
dicUlto hip and handing It over
toamorebenigndlcUilOr hip. But
w the larger 081 of a tiring
thatSaddam HussclII did nol profit
from hi
gres ion achieved?
The W tern fore cI rly WOII
Ihe mlhtarywar,butm some ways
ill a pyrrhic ViCtOry and a politi·
cal d leal. Report indlcaLC that
Sadllam lIu In has never bern
mor popular among tlle Arab
m
• particularly within hi
own country. Con idenng
Hu in' npparcntly"humilial.
in "\I leat.hl urge of popular·
lIy b:lftl
me in the W t. To
put th m tier in Western tenn •
ddam Hu in loo's like he
JII t went thrr rollnd with Evan·
d rHolyfield,enllin upahloody

mess on the canvass. We may
think that he looks like a defeated
fool. We may think that he was
CrB7Y for tepping into the ring in
the first place. But many in the
Arab world are impressed thal
Hu scin withstood the severest
blows of the world heavyweight
champ for so long.

Until the causes of conflict
in the entire region are
defused, there will be no
meaningful or lasting
peace in the Middle East.
The challenge is to be as
active and resolute in the
pursuit ofpeace as we have
been in the prosecution of
war.

Saddarn Hussein . The We tern
intervention has created an Arab
resentment thal will be exploited
by elltremists throughout the
Middle EasL In an already fractured region, the cleavages have
only widened, particularly betwccn Israel and the occupied
territories. If this has not created
the conditions for further bloodhed, it has certainly made a peaceful resolution of the conflicts in
the Middle East more difficulL
Much of this could have been
avoided if, instead of engaging in
military intervention. we had
worked to contain and economically cripple Iraq.

George Bush fired on Saddam
Hu sein with the We. t' biggest
gun •and ended up nearly canonizmg the Arab leader m the eyes
olmany. Bu. h may haveknockcd
out mo t of Hussein' miliUlry
weapon • but he has l!lven the
dl Ultorpricele politicalammulIIuon . The effects go far beyond
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"From dialogue comes truth"

The question that now loom
(or should) is what will be the
nature of this "New World Order" that Bu h wishes to e tab·
lish . Is there room in thi , ew
World Order for indiscrimmate
arms salcs to anyone with petrodollars, $lrategic alliances With
ArahdlCtators. Israeli miliUlry rule
of the occupied tcrritorie • U.S.
dependence on 011. etc.? Having
won this last war miliUlrily. wlll
we use peaceful means to avoid
another? If not. we will continue
to be drawn into bloody conflicts
either through proxy or direct
parucipation of United SUltCS
troops.

Tacitu • a Roman historian
who w rote during the fir I cen·
tUI)' A.D., ot> rved that "WhlOre
th y make a descn. they call 1l
peace." Hi \Ii rd echo through
thecentune and.morelhanever,
ｲ･ｾｮ､ｷｩｴｨ｡ｧｯｦｬｵｹＮ＠

We ha"e nOt re tored or Sttured
peace merel} b} laymg Iraq to
\Ii
teo Truepcaceisn tmerelya
temporary respi te from toW warfare. Until the cause ofconni t
in the enure region are defused.
there will be no meaningful or
lasung peace in the IJddle East.
The challenge IS to be as active
and re.o;o lu Ie i n the pursui t of JlC3ce
as we have been m the prosecution of war.

By Philip Sinco
01'l:\10. ;S EDITOR

The war in the Persian Gulf i
over and the U.S. appears to have
achieved almost all of Its sUlted
(and unsUlted) objcctiyes. But
rehave the recent U.S. ｡｣ｵｯｮｾ＠
a1lyachievedanythingbeyondthc
short term? Or has the U.S actu·
ally hindered its long term mterests m the Middle East?
President Bush hasrepcatedly
changed his mind as to what the
U.S. objectives really were. For
example, the U.S. troops were
originally sent to defend Saudi
Arabia. then they were there to
force an Iraqi withdrawal from
Kuwait, later to destroy Saddarn
Hussein's abilily to wage war.
then the U.S. wanted Hu. sein out.
etc. With theellcepuon ofremoving Hussein from power. the U.S.
has achieved all of its Objectives,
practically deslrOymg Hussem's
miliUlry machine. and thus reducIng Iraq's allegedly desUlbilizing
effect WIthin the Middle EasL The
millUlry defeat of Iraq preserves
thesUltus quo and in. urc ,at least
for the time being. that oil supplies will continue to flow at a
reasonable price.
As forunsUlted objectives. the
U.S . has finally gouen Its foot m
the door towards csUlbhshing a
U.S. military pre ence in the
MlddleEasI. Although Pre ident
Bush has said that he wants all
U.S. troops to return home (eventually) and that he docs not enviIon a long·term U.S. military
presence m the MIddle East. I
wouldn't bet the farm on it.
1erely because Bush says today
that he wants the troops out docs
not mean that he will say thaltomorrow. Since the beginning of
the Cold War. the U.S. has been
trying to e tabh_h a mihUlry base
in Saudi Arabia. Until last August. Saudi resi tance prevented
the establishment of a ba e.
Whether the U.S. will get a base
ornoti till an open question, but
it has never been closer to realiz·
ingthi gool. At the very lcasl,the
U.S. will be able to mamtaln a
large naval and air presence in the
regIOn for some time to come.
Another unst.a1ed U.S. obJCC·
tive '8S to reestablish itself as a
formidable military power. Bush
has said that the U.S. has finally
shaken off the "Vlemarn syndrome." Although he recently
IndJcaled at a press conference
that the successful mil itary operalion will make the use of U.S.
armed forces less hl.:ely In the
future. other. uch as ,'oam
Chomsky. argue that U.S. military mtervenuons will likely increase. Bush apparently believes

will discourage foreign dcspots
from defying "international" tan-

dards.

How BU.h defines "international sUlndards," however, must
differ from other nations' conceptions. For III stance , the U.S.
Invaded Panama in December of
1989. Why wa\ that not a violation of "International standards"
and the mvasion of Kuwait was?
US. mihUlry interventions will
increase m the future, accordmg
to Chom 'ky, because the Soviet
a mill·
Union no longer ｰｲ･ｳ｣ｮｌｾ＠
Ulry deterrent to US. Intervenuon
and the use ofmlhUlry force is the
only way the U.S. can a .. crt
hegemony. He says that there are
basically three ways for a nation
to achieve hegemony over another: (I) economically. (2) dIP'
lomatically/politically, and (3)
militarily. Hearguesthmthe U.S.
can no longer achieve hegemony
economically because it i not the
the world' dominant economic
player and that the U.S. ｨｾ＠ never
been able to achieve hegemony In
the dIplomatic sense because of a
hi tory of hypocritical po turing.
Military force is all that IS left.
and the tunning"succe "of the
rccent mihUlry operation rai
the specter that more of the same
i in torefortho whodonottoc
the U.S. hne. (Su '"Chom kyon
U.S. Gulf Policy ," a copy of which
i pinned to the LG bulletin
board, for a more ､ｾｴ｡ｬ･＠
analy.
SIS of these I. ue).
I don't want to go on mu h
more about the reason the U.S.
went to war. because the pomt i
essentially moot. The war lover
and i perceived as an UneqUIVOcal uccess in this country. Bu h
has all but cinched hi redocuon.
The only remaining task for critics of U.S. foreign policy is to
question If the U.S. has achieved
any long term goals.
Long term U.S. interests in the
Middle East mclude ensunng
UlbiIity m the region so that oil
can be supplied to the advanced
mdustrial democracies al a reliable price. Unless the U.S. plays
an uvc role 10 rcsolvmg the
"PaJesuman question," and fully
withdraws its troops from the
region, any hope for Ulbllity in
the Middle East will ultimately be
in \ n Because of its hi tory of
blmdly pporung Israel and In
light of the re traint Israel displayed in not retaIt.a1ing against
Hussein. I thmk ithlghlyunlikely
that the U.S. wlil do what needs to
be done to assist the Palestinians
and smooth ruffled Arab feathers.
The Arab nauons Will conunue to
perceive the U.S. as an imperiali.t power. especially If it maintalnsany onof.mihtarypresence

War and Periscope
Continued from previous page

in the region. Since one of the unstated objectives of this conflict
was to lay the foundation for a
permanent military presence in
the region, I am doubtful that the
Middle East will be more stable in
the future than it was in the past.
Long term U.S. interests also
dictate weaning ourselves from
imported oil supplies. One of the
many ironies of this recent conflict is that Bush was willing to
spend billions of dollars to assure,
among other things, a stable supply of oil vital to U.S. security
interests, but has presented a fatally flawed energy program.
The fatal flaw in the Bush
administration's energy program
is that it does not emphasize energy efficiency and conservation.
Rather than fund programs designed to develop alternati ve fuels
and energy sources, the Bush plan
seeks to encourage increased use
of nuclear power and burning of
coal. Of course, these measures
may help reduce the need for
imported oil, but that reduction
will not make up for the pro-
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grams' serious environmental
consequences.
Rather than raise the minimum
auto fuel efficiency standards to
40 miles per gallon by the year
2005, the U.S. wants to exploit all
known domestic oil reserves (e.g.,
the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge in Alaska and portions of the
continental shelf). Raising auto
fuel efficiency to 40 miles a gallon by 2005 would save over 2
million barrels of oil per day, or
two and a half times what could
be produced by drilling in the
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge.
Aside from serious environmental
concerns, its just more efficient
and cost effective to save 2 million barrels per day than to produce only 500,000 per day.
In sum, long term U.S. interests include taking steps to ensure
stability in the Middle East and
reducing our reliance on foreign
oil. The U.S. has shown a willingness to spend huge amounts of
money and risk the lives of its
citizens to ensure a steady supply
Continued on next page

ASH Notes and Comments: Free Speech, High Tuition
announcement was to inform the
Hastings community that the
ASH PREsIDENT
Coalition had formed and was
"Fuck the police" adorned the planning a day of alternative
Hyde Street wall of 198 McAllis- education at Hastings on the day
ter until the Hastings administra- of the nationwide strike by law
tiondecidedtowater-blastitclean. students.
Besides the smell of ammonia
I am troubled that students
lingering in the air and the amount attempting to communicate with
of water necessary for the job, one another on campus are being
nothing about this removal of thwarted by rules regarding what,
where, when and how we may
"speech" was offensive.
But as the February 5th Law speak.
News indicated, the Hastings
I propose that the Hastings
administration has decided that administration permit the creacertain speech may be removed tion of a kiosk (or provide a blank
from campus discourse. In Janu- wall) for the free expression of
ary, two student organizations ran speech, without regulation,
afoul of the campus regulations somewhere on campus.
on speech, and were told to either
The administration cannot
conform to the rules or take their expect its students, most of whom
speech elsewhere.
have had a course on ConstituIt has come to my attention tional Law, to casually shrug off
that a third incident has recently every inroad into their right to
occurred. In conjunction with the free speech. Although never
National Day of Diversity on April commanding a majority of the
4, the newly formed Coalition on Supreme Court, both Justices
Diversity was told by the Office Black and Douglas read the First
of Student Services that the word Amendment literally, that free"strike" could not appear in the, dom of speech shall not (ever) be
Hastings Weekly calendar of abridged. In the midst of all the
events. Apparently, the intended campus regulations on speech,

By DougFox

Hastings Law News
EDITORIAL BOARD ELECTIONS
Opportunities are opening up to Jom Hasting's
controversial, hard-hitting and often irreverent student
newspaper.
Elections for the Law News Editorial Board positions of
Editor-in-Chief, Opinions, News, Executive and Copy
Editors will take place next month.
Working on the Law News is a chance to influence school
politics, tweak the sensibilities of those in positions of
authority, and provide both a source of information and a
creative outlet for Hastings students.
Interested students should submit a one-page, typed
statement describing their qualifications and other relevant
information by April 12, 1991. Drop them in the Law News
box in the SIC office. Interviews will take place the
following week.
Any specific questions about the responsibilities of and
qualifications for a particular position can be directed to the
individual who presently holds that position. Just check the
staffbox on page 11, and drop a note in his or her SIC folder
or call 565-4786.

Hastings would earn applause ifit
were to provide an on-campus
kiosk, an unfettered forum for free
speech.
In othernews, we should all be
aware that Hastings tuition and
fees will likely go up about 40%
next year since Hastings chooses
to follow the UC Regents' decisions in this area. This increase
mainly comes from the huge
budget deficit in Sacramento.
As many of you are now painfully aware, work-study money
has just about been denied to the
first year class. This decision was
not made by the administration
alone: the Offices of Financial
Aid, Career Services and students
were all involved. Work-study
money generally comes from the
Federal government (what budget
deficit?) and has never been in
such short supply.
On the same subject of money ,
Hastings College of the Law itselfis not exactly rolling in dough.
The administration is counting on
our gift-giving as alumni to the
unrestricted annual fund to keep
this place strong. Let's make 'em
earn it.

Master of Laws
Boston University
School of Law

LL.M. Degree in Banking Law Studies
A unique graduate program offering multi-disciplinary courses
of study in American Banking law Studies and in International
Banking law Studies.
Taught by faculty of the Boston University School of law,
eminent banking law attorneys and management experts, these
innovative programs provide an exceptional blend of intellectual and practical education at one of the nation's best law
schools. Covering the full range of advanced banking law
subjects, the curriculum also includes courses specially
developed to introduce lawyers to the economic and managerial aspects of the U.S. and international financial services
industries.
These comprehensive LL.M. programs offer unparalleled educational opportunities for lawyers who wish to praclice In
these dynamic areas of specialization.
Applications are now being accepted for full- or part-time
enrollment in September 1991 .

For a catalogue containing detailed
information and application forms , write:

Graduate Program in Banking Law Studies
Morin Center for Banking Law Studies
Boston University School of Law
765 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02215
or call: 617/353-3023
An equal opportunity, affirmatlve aclton IOstitutlon
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CDM'IIUd fro", pnviolU ｦｈＢｾ＠

of Oil, but it has not shown an
interest in less cost intensi ve
measures that would not only
render mi Iitary intervention in the
Middle East unnecessary, but
would also promote a cleaner
environment Insplleofhisrhetoric, it is very unlikely that Bu. h
will do what ｮ･､Ｎｾ＠
to be done to
helpcrcate tabilityin the Middle
F..asl. Since these problems will
prohabl y not be sol ved because of
counlervalhng U.S. "intere ts," it
is likcly that the reccnt military
operation will only increa e
hostility towards the We t, e pccllIlly the U.S., and make further
milllary intervenuon "necessary."

ｐ｡ｧｾＱＳ＠

How to Stop Worrying and Love the Drought
CDMfflud Fro". Pare 4

transfer the conserved water to
other agricultural and urban users. In addition, Representative
George Miller of Martinez recently urged the BureauofReclamation to temporarily suspend
water deliveries from the Central
Valley Project to farmers of highly
watcr-consumptive crops (like
rice) in order to make more water
available for California's thirsty
cities. Interior Secretary Manuel
Lujan has rejected this plan,
however, claiming he does not
have the authority under the federal Reclamation Act to reallocate supplies.
On a long-term basis, the crn-

cia! quesuon IS, ''Where do we go
from here?" The 1990 Census
shows that California's population increased by 25% during the
1980's to approximately 30 million people. Despite this, California did not increase either its
supply of water or the ability to
store and transport it. Nevertheless, according to Gray. there are
several potentiallong-tenn solutions to California's drought and
water allocation problems.
Solutions A vaiJable
One proposal is to build more
water storage projects. Unfortunately, there are a number of
problems with this approach.
First, many of the best dam sites

have already been developed.
ｓ･｣ｯｮ､Ｌ｡ｭｳｴｲｵｩｰｾ＠

hibluvelyexpensive; forexample.
construction of the proposed Lake
Shasta or Auburn dams would
cost about S I000 per acre-foot of
water supplied. Yet, most municipal and mdustrial customers
pay only SI60-300 an acre-foot
for their water,and many agricultural users pay as littieasS3.50an
acre-foot. A third problem is that
most of the untapped watcr resources theoretically avrulable to
California are either fully allocated (such as the Colorado River)
or are not legally open to dam
development (such as Northern
California's Wild and Scenic

• INTERNATIONAL LEGAL STUDIES FOR LAW GRADUATES.

LL.M. ｍｾｬｒｲｧ･＠
Salzburg and Sacramento Campuses
A rg!! II tilla

Austlia
Belgium
Brazil
Denmark
Egypt
ellglmld
Fratlcc
Gemumy
1I01lg KOllg
Hlinsary
lreumd
Italy
Japan
Korea
Lielltell trin
Luxemborg
Mexico
The Netherlands
i eria
People's Republic
of Clrina
Portugal
Scotllll/d
Singapore
ot iet U nioll
Spain
ｓｕＧｴｘｊｾｬ＠

SwiturlQlll1
TaiUIIUI

ThaiLmd
United State;
Yugoslavia

• Master of Laws in Transnational Business Practice
A full-time, American Bar Association approved Master of Laws degree
program conducted at the Faculty of Law at the University of Salzburg,
in a host law firm and at the McGeorge campus in Sacramento. Course
requirements include a three-month Internship in a foreign law firm, or
corporate legal department located in one of thirty countries. A six-\\'eek
academic program preceding the Internship is conducted in Austria and
provides specialized language artd law instruction for the country of the
internship placement. Courses include Transnational Legal Practice,
Transnational Litigation, European Economic Community Law, International Trade, Financing International Trade and Development, Legal
Probl'ms of Foreign Investment, International Business Transactions
along with other elective opportunities.

• Diploma in Advanced International Legal Studies
Si. '-weeks of academic work in Salzburg, Au tria, followed by a threemonth Internship at a foreign law firm or corporation located in one of
thirty countries. ABA approved. Specialized language and law instruction provided for Internship locations.

For infomlatioll contact:

McGeorge School of Law
University of the Pacific

Rivers). Finally, any proposed
new dam would expenence tremendous political oppo ition.
We could also try to conserve
our existing water by using itmore
efficiently. But, there are also
difficulties With this Idea. The
long-tenn potential forconservauon by municipal and mdustria1
water users IS minimal given that
they consume only 15% of the
state's water supplies. Agricultural users, however, have little
incentive to conserve water. This
lack of incentive is due in pan to
the sub. tantial federal subsidy of
water via Bureau ofReclamauon
water storage and conveyance facilities, and the Bureau's "use It
or lose it" policy. If agriCUltural
users donot make full use of their
entitlement to federal project
water in a given year, the Bureau
will cut back on their allocation
the following year. In addition,
there is little monitoring of waste
and little agreement about what
constitute "waste."
A final potential soluuon to
California's water problem i
voluntary water transfers. Californiaamended its Water Code 10
the 1980s to encourage agricultural waste water reclamation and
water conservation by penniuing
the reclaimed or conserved water
to be sold at a prolitto mUOlcipal
and IOdustnai users. The law
£pccUically provides that the farmers and irrigation districts will not
lose their rights to the water as a
result of the transfer. Furthermore, either a water right itself or
a contract right to the water would
be transferable. This encourages
agricultural u. tolOvcstm water
saving and reclamauon efforts
because they could recoup their
ﾭ
costs, as well as make a ｵ｢ｾｴ｡ｮ
tial profit on the market, Without
fear of 10 ing their Wllier or contract rights. The problem. however. IS that the rno I wasteful
pracuces are occuring within the
Bureau of Reclamation's Cc:ntral
VaHey Project (CVP). which the
Bureau maintain isnotgoverned
by Cal iforn18law . Bureau policy
does not permit long-tenn transfers wlthm the CVP, and does not
pennit a fanner or imgation dIStn tto make a profit on a transfer.
This removes much of the incenuve fora CVP farmer or dlStnctto
conserve and transfer Its water.
It remains to be seen whether the
Bureau of Reclamation will
change its transfer policy. Congress may preempt them, howeyu;SenatorBill Bradleyof 'ew
Jersey has introduced a bill designed to correcl many of the
....'3Steful water practices within
theCVP. ThenextseveraimonLhs
should prove very telling for the
future of California water pohcy.
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Eye Answers Critic
ｃｯｬｩＬＮｵｾ､＠

From ｐ｡ｧｾ＠
9
the Eye must admit though itpains
itLO do so, one of lhe Eye's literary heroes. These pages came
from chapter 5, entitled "Advanced Crisperanto." (Although
lhe Eye had every intention of
tracking down the book from
which these pages were copied,
lhe lure of sunny afternoons spent
toping on rooftops and delicious
dinners marked by trenchantbadinage with the Eye's many -and
beloved- friends proved too
much to allow any spare time for
such dreary bibliographic purSuilS. Butnomatter,really.)These
pages commenced with an excerpt from Burke, declaring, in a
passage circled by the correspondent, that "[m]anners are of more
importance than laws." Hmmm,
the Eye wondered as it made its
way down the page, what manner
of communique is this? Imagine
the Eye's surprise, if you will,
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Calistoga: More Than Just a Drink

ing olher anima. The Eye seems
LO remember having covered some
of lhis territory at the outset, in
that inaugural column published
what seems like so many moons
ago, but it may be appropriate to
go over it again. This is supposed
to be fun; certainly lhe Eye has
fun writing it, and you, dear readers, should have fun reading it. If
not, don't.
And lhat, in the words of the
immortall y syndicated Baretta, is
the name of that tune. Till next
time, Eye'll be watching you.

ｃｯｮｬｩＬＮｾ､＠

From ｐ｡ｧｾ＠
8
ments I have read about which
seek to recreate lhe peace of the
womb. It was indeed soolhing
and comforting. You are simply
wrapped in warm, soft blankets
and rest for 30 minutes or so in a
quiet, dim room. The final stage
is the massage, which is positively wonderful. If you have
never had a massage, lhis experience will convince you of ilS worth
as a stress-reduction technique.
The people who do the "body
work" are quite experienced and,
as a result, their hands are very
strong. I went LO Dr. Wilkinson's

shortl y after fmals and the woman
was amazed at how tight my right
shoulder was, but by the time she
was fmished, I felt like finals were
nolhing but a bad dream (they are
just that, anyway, right?). The oil
she used was canola oil, which is
cholesterol-free so if it's discovered that the heart-stopping stuff
can be absorbed through the skin
inLO lhe arteries, you are safe with
lhis massage approach.
There are numerous adventures to be had in the Calistoga!
Napa Valley in conjunction with
lhe mud balhs. Of course, there
are wine-tasting and plenty of

greatrestauranlS. And if you really
want to spend a lot of money, you
can investigate a glider or a hot air
balloon ride above lhe Napa Valley. These run approximately $50/
person and I suggest contacting
lhe Calistoga Chamber of Commerce for details. Enjoy.

MR. CLEAN
(AIRUNEClEANERS)
PROFESSIONAL ONE·STOP CLEANERS
DRY CLEANING
EXPERT ALTERATIONS
FINISHED LAUNDRY
WASH 'N' FOLD
118 Hyd. S1, (nNl Golden Gal.) nil-lillie

Imagine the Eye's surprise, if you will, dear
readers, as it slowly
dawned on it that the correspondent was implying
that the Eye was illmannered!
dear readers, as it slowly dawned
on it that the correspondent was
implying lhat lhe Eye was il/mannered! Theexcerptdealtwith
lhe "difference between a wellmannered person who chooses not
to react LO every human foible he
encounters and someone who
｣｡ｮＧｴｫ･ｰｾｨｹｭｲ＠

under control" (once again, the
Eye must take a stand against the
use of vulgar language, even if
lhe user is someone for whom lhe
Eye has almost devotional respect). The unmistakable inference was lhat the Eye was being
cast in the latter role, though all
who know it, especially all of
you, dear readers, must recognize
lhe Eye as among the most wellmannered actors in lhis world
Shakespeare called a stage. Horrifiedas it is at the correspondent 's.
intimation, the Eye is nevertheless staunchly unwilling LO alter
ilS behavior in even the slightest
degree to mollify any over-sensitivereader. A1lofyou,dearreaders, faithful readers, know lheEye
and recognize ilS penchant for
acerbic commentary; lhis is not
the same as Ｂｾｨｩｮ･ｳＬ＠
and lhe
wise and discriminating reader
(as are you all,lheEye is sure) can
tell lhe difference. After all, as
every schoolchild knows, a mean
spirit is not the soul of wit, brevity
is; and, lhough the Eye is evidently not the soul of wit by any
measure, it knows the aphorism,
and makes no mistakes concern-

Salzburg
Cathedral,
Austria

Study Law This Summer in

London, Salzburg, Budapest, Vienna
McGeorge School of Law summer programs will introduce you to the legal aspects of the
dynamic political and economic reforms occurring in English and European institutions.

Associate Justice Anthony M. Kennedy of the Supreme Court of the United States
will teach at the Salzburg Institute
London Institute
on Comparative Litigation

Salzburg Institute
on International Legal Studies

June 8 - June 28, 1991

June 29 - July 20,1991

At the Inns of Court School of Law at Inner Temple-In cooperation with
the fo ur Inns of Court-CIasses in English legal system and English
procedure-Assignment to barrister's chambers-Choice of Commercial
Law Advocacy, Family Law Advocacy, Criminal Law Advocacy, and
Common Law Advocacy-3 semester units of crectit for $2,195, includes
tuition, lodging, breakfast, selected dinners at the Inns of Court, social &
cultural activites.

In cooperation with the Faculty of Law of the University of Sal zburgFundamental Rights in Europe and the United States (with Associate
Justice Anthony M. Kennedy of the Supreme Court of the United States)·
Public International Law-2 semester crectit hours for $1,850 (4 semester
crectit hours for $2,495), inclucting tuition, lodging, breakfast, social &
cultural activities.

London Institute on International
Business & Commercial Law
June 29 - July 20,1991
With participation by members of the faculty of IGng's College and the
London School of Economics and Politics-Based at Regent's College,
located in London's Regent's Park-1991 :The Creation of the Single Eu·
ropean Market-International Business Transactions--Introduction to
European Communities Law-Utigating E.E.C. Law-2 semester hours
crectit for $1,850 (4 semester hours for $2,495), including tuition, lodging,
breakfast, sodal & cultural activities.

Budapest/Vienna Institute
on EastlWest Commerce & Law
July 21 - August 1,1991
In cooperation with the Faculty of Law of EOtvbs Lorand University,
Budapest, and the AustTO-American Institute, Vienna-Briefings on
legal institutions and trade organizations and
Hungarian and ａｵｳｴｲｩｾｮ＠
policy-Meeting with officers of the United Nations International Trade
Law Branch-Discussions with the Hungarian and Austrian Ministries of
Foreign Affairs-1 semester hour credit for $1,230 inclucting tuition,
transporation Vienna-Budapest-Vienna-Salzburg, lodging, most meals,
social & cultural activities.

For information or brochure, call toll-free 1(800) THE GLOBE

McGeorge School of Law • University of the Pacific
3200 Fifth Avenue • Sacramento, CA 9S817. (916) 739-719S
Fax (916) 739-7111 • Telex 383890 McGeorge UD
52-0003.02 .91
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Letters
C""""/r-I'.,.l'
HulinI' students (and faculty and stafI) need 10 JnSSUI'C
the adminiluation 10 Creale a
forum for expression by individual members of the Hastings
community. The area aUOUA:d
sbouJd be laJe, indoor, in a hightraffIC II'ea where students have
room 10 stop mel read the malerial, and open 10 aU points of
view, A IarJe ponable bulletin
board IocIIIed in the 198 lobby
would be ideal. Orconvenionof
thelar,e SIC room bulletin board
10 a "free speech" board would
be appropriate.
Anyone who wants 10 see this
happen sbouJd contact me via my
SIC folder. Maybe we can put a
Iiule life inlO the presently sterile, highly controlled Hastings
environment.
Gail Secor

linical Justice
Dear Editor,
We are wriung to eApress our
disappomtment and anger WIth
the admmistrauon' action regarding the CriminalJusti eclass
this spring. It was unreasonable
10 bmil thi elas . one of the few
opportUOlU
for actual tnal ellperience and Involvement at
Hastings, to 25 people. The
admlntstraUon was thoroughly
unresponsive 10 the needs and
wishes ofthc students and handled
ourbasicq uon with mdifference. tudents Interested 10 the
COW'9C went through a lengthy
and fru lrating enrollment procedure, not knowing until the second week of cl
whether we
were even to be admiued to the
program. Too many of u were

he could not help them and suggesICd they "call the governor."
We were asking for nothing
more than a larger class or a second section. If the ABA recom-

mends or requires that clinicals
be limiled 10 25 students per class
then theadministralion should add
anocher section. Someone on the
faculty must be capable of teaching stICh a class, or should have
been hired. In addition, we undersIand thatcc:rtain practitioners
had vollUlleered 10 teach the class.
This appears reasonable since the
clinical program benefits both students and the community. If there
has been a problem with ABA
accreditation regarding these
programs, we suggest that, given
our ell tra large third year class,
this was not the year to revamp
and reduce the clinical ellperience available. A greater effort
should have been made to accommodate them. Alternatively, the
administration could certainly
have been more sympathetic and
more forthcoming with a reasonable ellplanation.
Over-enrollment has been a
constant problem for the class of
1991. Seminars, second year
prefercncecourse ,and theclinicals all have been over-enrolled
10 the point of unavailability and
the admmi tration has done little
to alleviate thi problem. We do
not understand why the administration continuously refu ｣Ｎｾ＠ to
be responsive to the need of the
student body. It is no conSOlation
to third ycars that neAt year' clinical program promises to be run
more effiCiently.
Marie Kelly
Sonja Stenger
iroml WiJCwantha
Lisa Soli
MaltoMy Should Apologize

not.

Many of u who were waitlisted spoke repeatedly to Sieve
Kauffman, the director of Clinical Progrwn ,and were told that
this program was being restructured and he regreued the class
size being reduced from last year.
He allIO insisted that Professor
Shatz wu unwilling 10 enroU a
sinsJe elltra student inlO the class.
This, itturncd out. wascompletdy
untrue, as the prof'CSIIOr informed
us he had no say in the maner.
Nonetheless, Academic Deans
Kane and Levine were totally
unresponsivewhen !lUdcnlSurged
them 10 inaeue class size or add
Kane
aaeaion. ＨｾｴＱｹｄ･ｅ＠
did speak with the faculty about a
possible expansion.) Dean LeviDe sugested instead that SIlldents volunteer their time or
remain another semester at
HasIings. Neither of these appearsa viable solution for most of
us. He alIIO IOId one SIUdeot that

Dear Editor.
The North of Market Planning
Coalition is the pre-emment
community organizauon in the
Tenderloin area. Over the years,
the Coalition ha fought
successfully 10 protect existing
affordable housing in the
neighborhood, to e tablish
Boedekker park (probably the
most heavily used park in the
city),IOes&ablish senior services.
and 10 proeect the architectural
integrity of the neighborhood
through building height limits.
Currently, the coalition i
worting toward preventing
children and othen from being
nul over by drivers who do not
respect traffic laws, and
JRventing crime through the
"Safe and Sober Streets"

commiuee.
Nancy Russell, the Director
of the Coalition. in aJU:ClltLeuer
10 the Editor (S.F. Ouon, 2/11/

91) criticized Hastings College
for its refusal 10 involve the
Tenderloin community in the
process of planning for the West
BlockdevelopmenL In response,
James Mahoney, Olainnan of tile
Hastings Board of DireclOrs
wrote a letter to Nancy Russell
that says "Your continuing
rudeness amazes me. It is only
ellceeded by your ignorance. "
Using such language was a
mistake, and reflects poorly on
Hastings as an educational
institution. OurChainnan should
apologize for these hasty and iIIconsidered remarks. Granted,
there are strong disagreements
between the Hastings Board of
Directors and Tenderloin
community activists over
Hastings' management of West
Block properties. However,this
is no ellcuse for resorting to
insulting language, or denigrating
the intelligence of opponents.
Both facts and opinions about
West Block development should
be ellpressed in a civil fashion
that lead to reasoned dIscussion
of the issues, not name-calling.
The combauve tone of
Chainnan Mahoney's letter to a
respected neighborhood acUV1St
can only lead reasonable people
to believe that Hastings really
doesn't care one bIt about the
concemsofTenderloin residents.
1 hope that this is not the case.
However, I can only believe
otherWise until Chairman
Mahoney publicly apologl1.es to
ancy Russell for hIS remarks.
Zach Nethercot
Laws Ntws Makes Mistake?

Dear Edi lOr.
Last month I submItted a sarcasu political cart n to ｔｾ＠
Hastiftgs Law ｎｾｳ＠
\\hi h condemned the hypocrltleal and
criminal action of anti-war prote IOrs who use VIolence and
destructiOIlIO fulfill their agenda.
Without permISSion, Law ｎｾｳ＠
staff deleted words and diu tralions from my piece and added
tile misleading title "Protesting
tile Protests", thus implymg that I
was expressing disgust for all antiwar proIeSIOrs. The fact that Law
ｎｾｳ＠
staff misunderstood my
piece i regrettable. The fact that
my piece was changed to reflect
tlttir undersWlding of it is inellcusable.
Don Baricevac
EdiIor'sN_: 1be Law News
placed
ｏｦｴｍｲＮｂ｡ｩ｣ｾＧ＠
sltuuapptariIIg ill last MOfltlt'S issllt misled
(Ulyofollf" readers. Titt policy of
lltt Law ews, as witll most
MWSpapuS, is to append a headliltt to tvtry Sllbject covutti by

Pagd5
the letters received, which is fIOt
ｴｾ＠
work of ｴｾ＠
awhor CJIId reflects oftly ｴｾ＠ editor:,' view ofits
COftteftts. ｔｾ＠
Law News policy
is also to edit letters for space.
fIOt COMeflt. ｔｾ＠
chlettd portioft-----<1.ptace sigft, an American

flag witlt a circle CJIId slash symbol over it, CJIId ｴｾ＠ phrase" Peace
thru. Violtflu"-4id fIOtfit ill ｴｾ＠
fOrrNlt provided for letters to ｴｾ＠
editor, CJIId, ift ｴｾ＠
ｶｩｾ＠
of ｴｾ＠
editors, ｴｾｪｲ＠
chletioft did fIOt affect ｴｾ＠ COMeftts of ｴｾ＠ letter.

Before You Pack
Your Bags For That
Summer Abroad ...
CofllilllUtifro .. P"I' 5

Financial worries are not the
only problems that may confront
the intrepid Hastings student in a
foreign land, either. Since the
eruption ofhostiliues in the Middle
East last year, there has been a
thrcatofterrorism for travellersparticularly for Amencans.
Programs in Isracl offered by
Tulane and Temple Universities
are subject to canccllation if evcnts
in the Persian Gulf make it necessary, but as of late February were
till being offered, Neverthcless,
tightened airport security and
fewer flIghts this ummer could
mcanlongdelay forthoseintrJ.nit between the U.S. and Europe
or I rae\.
Local travel agcnciC! rcport
that business was dead dunng the
first weck of the Gulf War. "I
mightaswell havehunga •Closed ,
Ign on the door," s:ud Sherry
Spotts, manager of CouncIl Travel
in San Francisco. But in the past
weeks mquiri about flIghts have
pIcked up SIgnIficantly.
Brad Hoope ,Bay Area Manager of STA Travel, suggested
that mo t atrlines are hesitating to
offer tudent dISCOunt atr fares at

this point in the season for a variety of rea.<;()nS, including the posSibility that a fare war could push
more airlines into bankruptcy.
When student air fares are announced within the nellt few
wccks, there are likely to be fewer
seats available because many airhnes arc either scheduling fewer
flighll; or flying smaller jcts this
summer.
Despite these difllculues, most
Ha. ting tudents intervIewed
agree that theexperiencc, whether
academiC or merely social, was
worth the Inconvcnu,'n e.

This
Space for
Rent
Ad\'ertise in the
Hastings La,., New.
Call 565-4786 for
information.

The Hastings Book Store
Pens - Paper - Pencils - T-Shirt -Mug

o

Don't wait until it's
too late! Go to the
Hastings Book
Store now for all
your study needs.
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Budget Cuts Force Hastings to Tighten Its Belt
Continuedfrom page 1

Directors is not directly required
to follow the lead of the U.C.
Board of Regents, according to
Hastings' General Counsel
Angele Khachadour (see related
article on page 17), several factors conspire to make the action
almost certain.
The state legislature has always budgeted for Hastings in
exactly the same way as it has for
the larger U.C. system, according
to Dean Read, and any departure
from this practice could only hurt
the law school. Professional
schools are seen as less needy
than other segments of the public
educational system because of the
relatively high average starting
salaries in professions such as law
and medicine. This bias was
demonstrated last year by the
legislature's enactment of a $376
"special fee" for law and medical
students in the University of California
A lower fee structure at
Hastings, partic ularly with respect
to non-residents of California,
might result in a greater-thanexpected number of out of state
students accepting offers of admission, resulting in an oversubscribed rust-year class. Three
years ago, too many accepted
offers created the oversized current third year class.
Hastings Board of Directors
must also anticipate the message
that would be sent to the legislature if Hastings charged less than
other U.C. law schools: the collegedoesn 'tneed the extra money ,
and perhaps it is actually overfunded.
General Economic Pres·
sures Contribute to Problem
Several other economic pressures contribute to Hastings' financial problems as well. In response to criticisms of Hastings'
swelling enrollment and dwindling faculty-student ratio by the
American Bar Association, the
college agreed to pare the number
of students from approximately
1,500 to 1,200 over a three year
period. Once the current third
year class graduates in May, the
target will have been achieved,
and Hastings' academic reputation should be enhanced. But a
by-product of this agreement is a
corresponding loss in revenue of
$250,000, according to Joan
Majerus, Hastings' Chief Financial Officer.
In addition, the Legal Information Center has been hit with a
15% price hike by book publishers for the serial volumes which
make up Hastings' various court
reporter sets. Dean Read pointed
out that serial purchases are virtually non-discretionary because

oocea series becomes incomplete,
its value as a research tool plummets and it is difficult and expensive to make up the deficit later.
The impact of this price increase
will be felt in a decreased budget
for the purchase of single volumes, and subscriptions to new
sets of periodicals and books may
have to be postponed or foregone
entirely.
There are some money-saving
possibilities,however. DeanRead
said that the U.C.'s faculty Early
Retirement program promises to

price increases, but there was no
room for these in the Governor's
budget
Hastings is unfortunately
experiencing a "double drought,"
said Dean Read, referring to this
year as the "third or fourth year of
bad budgets." Over the longterm, if this trend of budget austerity continues, the Dean expressed concern that the morale
of the faculty could erode, and
Hastings could run into difficulty
in its efforts to attract the best new
faculty to the school.

California residents can expect to
pay between $400 and $700 more
nextyearinfees,and$I,580more
in tuition for non-residents. Included in these figures is a 30%
increase in student health insurance.
Until the 1991-92 budget is
finalized, specific cuts in services
will not be determined, said
Majerus. Students are likely to
notice the budget crisis in a reduction of on-campus work/study
opportunities, fewer research
assistant positions and reduced

20% of the student fees are given
to the college by the state to be
returned to students in the form of
need-based grants.
Financial aid in the form of
loans is unaffected by the state's
or the college's budget woes, but
students will have to borrow more
money in orderto attend Hastings.
One distressing side-effect of this
situation, said Dean Read, was
that students may feel more pressure to pursue higher paying careers in the private sector rather
than in public service in order to
pay back their student loans.

UC Regents Proposed Thition Increases
The following table shows a breakdown of the current tution fees, compared to the
two UC Regents' proposals calling for roughly 20% and 40% increases in the fee.

Strike
Continue from page 2

90-91

"20%"
91-92

"40%"
91-92

Education & Registration Fee
Special Fee for Law & Med
Activity Fee"'
Insurance Fee (optional)

$ 1,545
455
79
174

$ 2,325
(included)
80
226

$2,650
(included)
80
226

RESIDENT FEES

$2,253

$ 2,631

$2,956

5,916
500

7,699
(included)

7,699
(included)

$8,669

$10,330

$10,655

$2
26
3
5

$2
26
3
5
8
7
16

$2
26
3
5

Non-Resident Tuition
Special Fee for Law $ Med
NON·RESIDENTTUITION
"' Activity Fee
Student Services
Journals
LEOP
Gymnasium
Child Care Center
BlueBooks
ASH
Transcript
GAAP
Total
allow Hastings to replace several
veteran professors at the top of
the pay scale with entry-level
professors who are paid somewhat less. The resulting pay differential, though nota huge windfall, will help narrow the budget
gap.
Budget Cuts to Affect Faculty
TheGovernor's4%cutslashed
$219,000 from Hastings' current
allocation, and the enrollment cut
back eliminated $250,000. A
change in the law also required
that the college begin to pay Social
Security taxes for adjunct professors. This increased the school's
expenses by another $50,000 and
brought the total budget shortfall
to over $500,000.
Even with the Regents' proposed 32.5% tuition increase,
which would bring in $347,000 to
the school, there would still be a
sizeable deficit Hastings had
requested $355,000 in merit salary increases and $353,000 for

8
6
16

8

8

8

5

5

7
16
8
5

$ 79

$ 80

$ 80

Dean Read said that there will
be no merit salary raises for the
faculty this year. Many of the few
remaining discretionary items in
the budget relate to faculty support services such as travel expenses, secretarial services and
research assistant salaries.
These perks contribute not
only to the faculty's morale, but
to Hastings' attractiveness to
prospective professors. They are
especially important in the recently competitive market for
academics who are women or
minorities, as the top law schools
seek to meet faculty diversity
goals. "Over time it will hurt us,"
said Dean Read, noting that
Hastings, like Boalt Hall, is still
one of the better compensated law
schools in California.
Effect On Students
Although the 1991-92 fee
schedule will not be certain until
the legislature recesses this summer, Hastings students who are

hours of operation of various student services.
The College Work-Study
(CWS) program is primarily
funded by the federal government,
and although there was a negligible cut in this budget as well,
the most significant impact in this
area is that Hastings will not be
able to employ as many students
next year as it has in the past
The Financial Aid office decided to mtion the awards based
on the criterion of"careerrelatedness," one of the federal
government's main ｧｯ｡ｬｾ＠
for the
CWS program. Consequently,
current second year students with
a law related position on or off
campus received priority over
other students (see related story,
page).
Grants, as a proportion of the
student financial aid package, will
remain relatively stable because
they are tied to the the school's
fee structure. Funds representing

morning panel, and half as many
went to the afternoon forum. The
rally on the Beach was larger attracting about a hundred people,
according to Spaulding.
Bill Cohn, another HPC organizer, nevertheless called the
strike a success. "The gathering
is important because people stop
and think." he said. "By coming
to school and seeing the events, it
raises questions in their minds,
and they must ask questions of
themselves even if they do not
agree with us."
There was some confusion
about whether the events were a
protest or an educational forum,
and about the meaning of one's
presence. Many students felt that
missing classes was extreme. As
Sheila Shah, a rust year, said, "A
lot of rust years feel that attending classes is really important."
"People thought that by attending they would be making a
stronger statement than they
would have been willing to make.
A lot of people in the middle do
not feel like their view is being
represented. Given prior protests
in San Francisco, any protest is
viewed as rejecting any U.S. institution or aspect of the military
involvement Malty protestors roll
up all the issues into one bag and
other people feel that their view is
not being represented," said Shah.
Klug responds to this criticism
by emphasizing that the day was
primarily one of protest, not education. "I regret that we were
seen as representing a narrow
point of view, because we want to
educate people since the more
people know, the more people are
likely to be unhappy about the
situation," he said. "On the other
hand, it also was an international
day of protest, not education. We
wanted to make it clear that there
was a campus group actively
working to address the tragic
consequences of American militarism."
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apmeldift'nssinn tidecI"TheOA
on Campus." Speakers included
Lmy Ben*y. IIionaI Affairs
COllupDl.... ror KPFA; H. Lee
HaIrrman ." aide 10 Congress.... RmI DeUums who is on the

HollIe InIdIigence Cammiatee;
IIId Ami Chen Mi11s, a SlIIdent
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suwnenta1 in getlinlthe CIA off
NonhWCllem'Scampus.
Mills chancterized the rela-
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Harvard in 1987. MillsalJoqueationed the practice of recnutment
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binders.
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Critics Respond to West Block Plans
By John C. Andrews
EDITOR -IN-CHIEF

As Hastings circulated a request for proposals to develop the
West Block properties, reaction
included encouraging responses
from potential developers, a cold
shoulder from the local media,
and plans for a panel discussion
on the issues raised by development
The National Lawyers' Guild
housing sub-committee is organizing a panel discussion presenting different perspectives on the
West Block development to be
held March 20 or 22, according to
co-organizer Rob Rich. Rich
expects representatives from
Hastings, the city, and the Tenderloin community to attend, and
address general questions concerning the their respective groups'
positions. In addition, the NLG
hopes to recruit a panelist who has
a background in development or
city planning.
Meanwhile, Hastings is seeking a court determination declaring its affiliation with the University of California, a status that,
under current law, would render
the college immune from local
zoning and building ordinances.
The West Block properties are
currently zoned "mixed-use residential," a classification that precludes any major commercial
development. A conditional use

Work Study

Continuedfrom page 1

employers can make up the difference.
Students have complained that
the changes discriminate against
first year students interested in
public interest jobs, which usually require work study funding.
They argue that the College's plan
defeats the asserted goal of providing funds for career-related
work experience by forcing students to take on campus jobs, such
as clerking in the bookstore or
answering phones in the SIC office, instead.
First year student Terry Edwards says the priority system is
just plain unfair. "Instead of determining which students need the
awards most, the Financial Aid
Office just decided that second
year students need it more," he
said. "What if a second year
earned twice as much last year as
a first year student?"
Kay Burke, counselor in the
Career Services office raises other
objections. She told theLaw News
that a number of students had
complained to her concerning the
timing and effect of the College's
announcement. The announcement came less than a full day
before the job fair for public inter-

exception in the zoning scheme,
however, would allow development relating to an "educational"
purpose.
Although this issue is still
pending in the lawsuit filed in San
Francisco Superior Court,
Hastings' Request for Proposal to
potential developers said that
Hastings "is generally constitutionally exempt from the planning and zoning ordinances of the
City and County of San Francisco." Hastings General Counsel Angele Khachadour could not
be reached last Friday to clarify
this statement
Hastings formally presented
its RFPata meeting last month attended by ten developers and eight
architectural finns. Initial submissions outlining the developers' financial capability, experience, and general approach to the
West Block project were due in
Levine's office the afternoon of
March 5.
Meanwhile, Hastings initially
appears to be losing the media
battie, as several articles appearing in the local press criticized the
college's actions. On February
18, the Examiner even attacked
the college with a scathing editorial entitled "Hastings' Bad
Neighbor Policy." The editorial
accused Hastings of exhibiting
the "same snooty attitude" it took
in the 1980s when the college
initially attempted to develop the

West Block. And while the Examiner acknowledged that some
"legalities" were still "a matter of
debate, ... the school's idea of a
civic conscience stinks." Facilities Director Ed Levine responded
to the Examiner in a letter to the
editor, regretting the fact that
Hastings was never contacted by
Examiner reporters to comment
on the West Block proposal and
claiming many of the facts on
which the editorial and other articles appearing in that newspaper were based were inaccurate.
In the February 13 San Francisco Bay Guardian, San
Francisco's Deputy Mayor for
Housing BradP"ml was quoted as
saying, "The highest, and most
profitable, use for the [West
Block] site would be low-income
housing. It's ironic, since that's
the one thing Hastings has refused to do." The article failed to
cite Paul's sources for the claim,
and Paul himself failed to return
phone calls from the Law News
last week. Levine described
Paul's position on the property's
most valuable use as as "very debatable. Our analysis indicates
otherwise." As to Paul's assertion that the college refuses to
address the housing issue, Levine
stated, "We're looking at a range
of possible uses, one of which includes an affordable housing
element."

est and public sector employers. office and agreed that the cuts in
Many first year students arrived funding should be handled by inat the fair for interviews expect- stituting the priority system.
ing that they would be eligible for
"Somebody had to lose out,"
needed work study monies. Ac- he said, "and it was our feeling
cording to Burke, several students that it would be fairer that first
had already secured off campus year students, who have another
jobs conditioned on work study shot at getting work study money
funding, and they are now unable in their second year, get less now,
to accept them.
than that second year students
Burke criticized the "arro- lose out and have no other
gance" of the priority system in chance." Goldberg said that the
assuming that second year stu- committee believed that it was
dents need work study more than less important that students have
fust year students. She said a law-related jobs in the summer
better solution to the cutback in after their fust year than that
funding would have been to main- they have such jobs in
tain the "laissez faire" system their second summer of
under which all students received law school, a view, he
funding on a first come, fust said, that was echoed by Career Services personnel whom the
served basis.
Gary Goldberg, a third year committee consulted.
First year committee member
student on the Financial Aid
Committee, said the decision was Stephan Eberle said he was
a compromise solution to a prob- . "annoyed that frrst years are going
lem created by a severe shortage to have to work harder to find
of funds. So little funds were jobs and may be precluded from a
available,he said, thatgrants made lot of jobs in the Bay Area," beto all eligible students would have cause they will be unable to get
paid for only about three hours of work study funding. But he said
work per week, per recipient. he understood that work study
According to Goldberg, he and funding is less important for rust
the other two students on the year students than for second year
committee, fust year students students needing job experience
Renee Mueller and Stephan to improve their prospects of
Eberle, each met separately with eventual permanent employment
Cary Bennett of the Financial Aid

Meeting Our Young Neighbors
PHaros BY K1!MY MONAHAN

Several Hastings students volunteer one Saturday a month to
"hang out" with the "Tenderloin
Kids." Sometimes they all go to
the zoo, or the wharf, or just play
in a church basement. Phi Delta
Phi has organized Hastings' participation in this Embarcadero
Center-sponsored program entitled "Super Saturday."
Although they only put in four
hours a month, law students report that the rewards are great
"We have as much fun as thekids,"
said third year organizer Judy Anderson.

Rain, Pain Equals Gain
for Tenderloin Kids
Sunday's second annual "Race
for Justice" was called a terrific
success by its organizers, despite
what was undeniably the wettest
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JUSTICE
day of ｕｬｾ＠ year 101 San Francisco.
"It was a good day for the drought,
a bad day fora 5K, buta great day
for the children of the Tenderloin
for whom the race was run," said
Chris Holland of Phi Delta Phi,
the student organization thatspon-

sored the race.
Hastings students, staff, faculty and friends who showed up
at8:30am. torun/swim the course
through Golden Gate Park were
in high spirits and seemed to enjoy therun, however soggy. Dean
Frank T. Read, one of the fust to
arrive at the Park, is rumored to
have run the course twice before
the 9 am. start as a warmCheers of encouragement emanated
from beneath the
umbrellaofPhi Delta
Phi advisor Prof.
Wayne Woody.
The first across the finish line, with a time of18:07,
was 3rd year Rob Epstein, followed closely by Tom Foran,
David Foran, William Reimus
and Dan Grant. Alice Peters was the first woman finisher at 21:28. Hastings staff
member Bob Irwin came in first
in the 35-and-over category with
a time of22:15.
But the real winner was the
Tenderloin Children's Clinic,
which will receive the over $ 1000
net proceeds from approximately
200 race registration fees and 173
T-shirts sold. T-Shirts are still on
sale in the bookstore. "Hastings
community spirit came out in
force on Sunday," noted race
organizer Shaun Murphy.
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Award winning tacos and burrtto
Voted the best In the Bay Area.
'Treat yourself to the ｢･ｳｴＡｾ＠
2 Blocks up from the 16th &
Mission Bart Station. then len to
515 Valencia St.
515 Valencia st.
San FrapcisCo. CA 94110
(415) 863-8205
Mon.-Sat. 11-10. Sun. 12-9
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At Golden Gate Fitness Center we think that many health dubs
have lost sight of your primary goal ...fitness! We have opened our
fitness center because the time is right to re-focus. This is a "backto-basics" facility. What we don't offer is exaggerated membership
deals or a one system cure-all. What we do offer is a super clean,
well lighted space, full of brand new state-of-the-art fitness equipment Our experienced trainers will assist you by designing a
realistic fitness program that fits your lifestyle... not ours.
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UFE CYCLES
MASSAGE
PERSONAL TRAINING
AEROBICS
SKI CONOmONING
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Monday-Friday 5:30 a.m.-8 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-6 p.m.

Golden Gate Fitness Center
358 Golden Gate Awzue
San Frrmcisco, CA 94102
ＨＴＱＵＩＭＷＶｮｬｾ＠
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MORE THAN 3000
CALIFORNIA
ATTORNEYS ARE
GOING TO COURT
BECAUSE OF US!
CONGRATULATIONS!
BAR/BRI is pleased to congratulate the 3,000 +
new California attorneys who took our programs
during the last 12 months. Thank you for
maintaining our reputation as California's most
successful bar review organization.
THE PACED PROGRAM
All You Need!

BAR REVIEW
3280 Motor Avenue
Los Angles. CA 90034
(213) 287-2360

332 Golden Gate Avenue
San FranciSCO. CA 94102
(415) 441-5600
(916) 441-0677

1407 First Avenue
San Diego. CA 92101
(619) ＲＳＶｾ＠

